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7KH ILUVW SDUW RI WKH SUHVHQW GLVVHUWDWLRQ $UWLFOH   SHUPLWWHG DQ LQVLGH ORRN DW DOFRKRO XVH
EHKDYLRUVRI\RXQJPHQLQDVDPSOHEDVHGRQDFHQVXVYLUWXDOO\IUHHRIVDPSOHVHOHFWLRQELDV
2XUVSHFLILFDLPVZHUHWRH[SORUH
D

ZKHWKHU DWULVN DOFRKRO XVH KHUH GHILQHG DV ELQJH GULQNLQJ  DPRQJ \RXQJ DGXOWV
DIIHFWVRQO\ DIHZLQGLYLGXDOVRU DODUJHSURSRUWLRQRIWKHFRUUHVSRQGLQJSRSXODWLRQ
DQG

E

ZKHWKHUPRVWRIWKHDOFRKROXVHGLQWKLVSRSXODWLRQLVFRQVXPHGRQWKRVHRFFDVLRQV
WKDWSODFHGULQNHUVDWKLJKULVNIRUGHWULPHQWDOFRQVHTXHQFHV
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7KHSULPDU\DLPRIWKHVHFRQGSDUWRIWKHSUHVHQWGLVVHUWDWLRQZDVWRHYDOXDWHWKHVXFFHVVRI
%0, FRPSDUHG WR QR LQWHUYHQWLRQ  LQ UHGXFLQJ DOFRKRO XVH DPRQJ DWULVN GULQNHUV DQG WR
PDLQWDLQORZULVNGULQNLQJDPRQJORZULVNGULQNHUVLQDODUJHUHSUHVHQWDWLYHVDPSOHRI\HDU
ROG )UHQFKVSHDNLQJ 6ZLVV PHQ 7KLV ZDV GRQH LQ $UWLFOH  DQG $UWLFOH  XVLQJ GLIIHUHQW
LQFOXVLRQPRGHVWKXVDVVHVVLQJGLIIHUHQWVXESRSXODWLRQV
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7KH SULPDU\ DLP RI RXU ILUVW HIILFDF\ VWXG\ $UWLFOH   ZDV WR HYDOXDWH WKH VXFFHVV RI %0,
FRPSDUHG WR QR LQWHUYHQWLRQ  LQ GHFUHDVLQJ DOFRKRO XVH DPRQJ DWULVN GULQNHUV DQG WR
PDLQWDLQ ORZULVN GULQNLQJ DPRQJ ORZULVN GULQNHUV LQ D UDQGRP VHOHFWLRQ RI \HDUROG
)UHQFKVSHDNLQJ6ZLVVPHQZLWKLQDUHSUHVHQWDWLYHFRPPXQLW\VDPSOHRIFRQVFULSWV
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$ ODUJH UDQGRPL]HG FRQWUROOHG WULDO RI %0, DPRQJ YROXQWDU\ \RXQJ LQGLYLGXDOV FRXOG RIIHU DQ
LPSRUWDQWSLHFHRIHYLGHQFHIRUWKHHIIHFWLYHQHVVRIWKLVLQWHUYHQWLRQZLWKLQWKLVDJHJURXSE\
FRQGXFWLQJ LW LQ D PRUH QDWXUDOLVWLF VHWWLQJ 7KH DLP RI WKLV VWXG\ $UWLFOH   ZDV WKXV WR
HYDOXDWHWKHVXFFHVVRI%0, FRPSDUHGWRQRLQWHUYHQWLRQ LQGHFUHDVLQJDOFRKROXVHDPRQJDW
ULVN GULQNHUV DQG WR PDLQWDLQ ORZULVN GULQNLQJ DPRQJ ORZULVN GULQNHUV LQ \RXQJ PHQ
YROXQWDULO\VKRZLQJXSIRUD%0,
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7KH WKLUG DLP RI WKLV SURMHFW ZDV WKXV WR DGGUHVV %0, PHFKDQLVPV GXULQJ LQWHUDFWLRQV ZLWK
\RXQJ DGXOWV LQ D QRQFOLQLFDO VHWWLQJ E\ FRQGXFWLQJ SV\FKROLQJXLVWLF DQDO\VHV 7KLV
FRQVWLWXWHV D XQLTXH RSSRUWXQLW\ WR EURDGHQ NQRZOHGJH DERXW FRPPXQLFDWLRQ EHKDYLRUV
GXULQJ %0, DQG WR GHVFULEH VSHFLILF LQWHUDFWLRQV EHWZHHQ FRXQVHORUV DQG \RXQJ DGXOWV
)ROORZLQJWKHK\SRWKHVLVRIDFDXVDOFKDLQGHYHORSHGLQWKH0,WKHRU\ 0R\HUV 0DUWLQ
0LOOHU 5RVH RXUJRDOVZHUHWRDQVZHUWKHIROORZLQJTXHVWLRQV
D

+RZ GR \RXQJ DGXOWV DQG FRXQVHORUV DUWLFXODWH FRPPXQLFDWLRQ EHKDYLRUV DQG
SDUWLFXODUO\GRFRXQVHORU0,&2EHKDYLRUVSUHGLFW&7DQGGR0,,1SUHGLFW&&7"

E

$UH \RXQJ DGXOW FRPPXQLFDWLRQ EHKDYLRUV SDUWLFXODUO\ &7 GXULQJ %0,  SUHGLFWLYH RI
FKDQJHDWPRQWKVIROORZXS"
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7KHSULPDU\DLPRIWKLVVWXG\ $UWLFOH ZDVWKXVWRDGGUHVV%0,SURFHVVHVE\DQDO\]LQJWKH
DUWLFXODWLRQ RI \RXQJ DGXOW DQG FRXQVHORU FRPPXQLFDWLRQ LQWHUDFWLRQV GXULQJ %0, LQ D ODUJH
UHSUHVHQWDWLYHQRQFOLQLFDOVHWWLQJ
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,Q WKLV VHFRQG PHFKDQLVP VWXG\ $UWLFOH   ZH H[SORUHG VHYHUDO ZD\V WR FDWHJRUL]H DQG
PHDVXUH&7DQGLWVVXEGLPHQVLRQVDQGWHVWHGWKHPDVSUHGLFWRUVRIFKDQJHLQDOFRKROXVHDW
PRQWKV IROORZXS DPRQJ \HDUROG PHQ ZKR UHFHLYHG D VLQJOH %0, VHVVLRQ LQ D ODUJH
UHSUHVHQWDWLYHQRQFOLQLFDOVHWWLQJ
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EPIDEMIOLOGY
Who Drinks Most of the Total Alcohol in Young Men—Risky Single Occasion Drinking as
Normative Behaviour
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Abstract — Aims: The objectives of this study were to analyse (a) the distribution of risky single-occasion drinking (RSOD) among
19-year-old men in Switzerland and (b) to show the percentage of all alcohol consumption in the form of RSOD. Methods: The study
was based on a census of Swiss francophone 19-year-old men consecutively reporting for processing. The study was conducted at Army
Recruitment Center. The participants were 4116 recruits consecutively enrolling for mandatory army recruitment procedures between
23 January and 29 August in 2007. The measures were alcohol consumption measured in drinks of ∼10 g of pure alcohol, number
of drinking occasions with six or more drinks (RSOD) in the past 12 months and a retrospective 1 week drinking diary. Results: 264
recruits were never seen by the research staff, 3536 of the remaining 3852 conscripts completed a questionnaire which showed that
7.2% abstained from alcohol and 75.5% of those drinking had an RSOD day at least monthly. The typical frequency of drinking was
1–3 days per week on weekends. The average quantity on weekends was about seven drinks, 69.3% of the total weekly consumption
was in the form of RSOD days, and of all the alcohol consumed, 96.2% was by drinkers who had RSOD days at least once a month.
Conclusion: Among young men, RSOD constitutes the norm. Prevention consequently must address the total population and not only
high-risk drinkers.

INTRODUCTION
Risky single occasion drinking (RSOD), also called binge or
heavy episodic drinking, is an amount of alcohol consumption
that leads to intoxication and contributes to a major burden
of disease all over the world (Rehm et al., 2004). Consumption patterns vary greatly within cultures. In ‘wet’ countries,
drinking is typically frequent, regular and in moderate amounts
with meals whereas in ‘dry’ countries the pattern is more explosive, with heavy intake on weekends and much less drinking during the week (Room and Mäkelä, 2000). These differences markedly affect the relative adverse consequences of
using alcohol. Greater burdens resulting from acute drinking,
such as injuries, are expected in ‘dry’ countries whereas more
chronic consequences, such as liver cirrhosis, are expected in
‘wet’ countries. Switzerland is commonly thought to be a ‘wet’
country (Rehm et al., 2004) and theoretically should be less
burdened by RSOD than are ‘dry’ countries.
Infrequent RSOD drinking, rather than regular heavy drinking, is highly prevalent among adolescents and young adults
(predominantly males) in most societies (Gmel et al., 2003;
Kuntsche et al., 2004). The detrimental effects of RSOD among
young people have been widely attributed in the literature to
consequences such as blackouts, unintended pregnancy, involvement in violent acts, academic failure and suicide attempts
(Perkins, 2002; Windle, 2003; Hingson et al., 2005). RSOD,
particularly through its acute effects on intentional and unintentional injury, constitutes the greatest risk factor for mortality
and morbidity among adolescents and young adults in established market economies (Rehm et al., 2006).
The impact of RSOD on mortality and morbidity calls for
preventive actions. Effective interventions have been described
(Babor et al., 2003) that often involve structural measures
aimed at the total population, such as legal drinking age limits,
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price increases through taxation or other restrictions on alcohol availability (limits on opening hours, off- and on-premise
densities, etc.). These measures are often unpopular, and preferred measures, such as education, media campaigns, or targeting mainly high-risk groups are commonly ineffective (Munro,
2004; Room, 2004). Therefore, it is important to know whether
RSOD constitutes a problem of a minority that can be approached through high-risk group strategies or needs preventive strategies on the population level. Although across cultures
and societies the highest prevalence of RSOD has commonly
been found among adolescents and young adults (Gmel et al.,
2003; Kuntsche et al., 2004), this neither indicates whether it
is a problem of a minority among them nor how much of the
total alcohol in this age group is actually consumed in risky
drinking occasions. Some studies have shown that a small proportion of alcohol consumers account for a high share of total
alcohol intake. Greenfield and Rogers (1999) showed that 20%
of the population with high rates of consumption account for
almost 90% of the total alcohol use in the United States, and in
Switzerland, the highest consumption group (constituting 11%
of the total population including abstainers) accounted for 50%
of the total alcohol consumed (Institut Suisse de Prévention
de l’Alcoolisme et autres Toxicomanies (ISPA), 2004). These
studies focussed on the general population and usual consumption volume rates. Greenfield and Rogers (1999) additionally
showed that young people (particularly men aged 18–29 years)
were over-represented among the heaviest drinkers (>6 drinks
per day) and accounted for almost half of all adult drinking,
although they represented only 27% of the population. Therefore, the study showed that young adults contributed greatly to
the total alcohol use in a society. However, we are not aware
of any research that determined the proportion of total alcohol
consumption that comes from RSOD occasions among young
men. In a companion paper, Rogers and Greenfield (1999)
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METHODS
Sample
Switzerland has a mandatory 2-day army recruitment process,
and virtually all males at age 19 complete the physical, medical and cognitive assessments for service eligibility in the army.
About 50% of these men then move on to army service within
the next few years. Those with attested severe disablement are
excused from following this procedure and according to estimates by the army are <3%. About 21% of the Swiss population is French speaking (Bundesamt für Statistik (BFS), 2007).
Women may voluntarily join the army, but in the present study,
only eight of them showed up and participated so they were not
included in the present calculations.
Sampling took place during 25 consecutive weeks between
23 January and 29 August in 2007, with the exception that the
recruitment centre at Lausanne (which is responsible for all
men of the francophone cantons) was closed for holidays about
6 weeks in all during that time. A total of 4116 men showed
up during the roughly 25 weeks; 264 of them were never seen
by the research staff, due to early discharge from the army
because of mental and physical handicaps that a priori precluded any service or even full completion of the assessment
process. The remaining 3852 conscripts were approached to
fill out a 5-min screener for alcohol, tobacco and illicit drug
use. All were informed that participation in the study was
voluntary and that any data provided would never be turned
over to nor seen by anyone in the army. The present study is
part of a larger project providing brief interventions to conscripts; however, only screening data are used herein. Only 289
men refused the screening and another 24 could not finish the
questionnaire because they were called out to complete other
mandatory army assessments. Three more cases were excluded
due to apparent inconsistent or falsified answers (e.g. a nondrinker claiming to have had >100 drinks the week before
the interview, or an individual reporting daily intake of >100
drinks). The end sample included analysable data from 3536
young men. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee for Clinical Research at the Lausanne University Medical
School.

Questionnaire and measures
The questionnaire contained items that assessed tobacco, drug
and alcohol consumption, which was described as usual drinking in the past 12 months as well as drinking in the 7 days prior
to the interview (a retrospective daily alcohol diary was used
to record this).
Usual consumption
The usual frequency of drinking was assessed with an openended question on how many days per week alcohol was consumed. Non-weekly drinkers responded to closed-ended questions and selected categories of ‘2 to 4 times a month’ (coded as
42 days per year), ‘once a month or less often’ (coded as 9 days
per year) and ‘never’. We decided to take higher values than
the arithmetic mid-points of 6 and 36 due to (a) the well-known
skewness of the drinking distribution, which does not favour
a normal (or symmetric) distribution around a range of values
as a prerequisite for taking arithmetic means, (b) the underreporting of consumption in surveys compared to sales data
and (c) the fact that 0 is not the lower limit among drinkers for
the category once a month or less, nor is 48 the highest possible
frequency for the once-a-week equivalent of four times a month
(which would be 52). We decided to add half the range between
the arithmetic mid-point and the highest nominal category [i.e.
6 + (12 − 6)/2 = 9 and 36 + (48 − 36)/2 = 42]. The use
of mid-points instead would not have substantively altered any
of the present findings, since it affects mainly drinkers at very
low levels. Usual quantity per drinking day was an open-ended
question about number of standard drinks, which typically contain ∼10 g of alcohol. Pictures of standard vessels were shown
with the following labels identifying container sizes: 100 mL
glass of wine; 250 mL glass of beer; 275 mL bottle of alcopops (a premixed drink containing spirits such as Bacardi
Breezer); 25 mL glass of spirits and 50 mL tall glass containing spirits and aperitif (e.g. martini). It was implicitly assumed
(but not explicitly mentioned in the question) that respondents
converted other vessel sizes (e.g. beer cans of 500 mL) to the
corresponding number of standard drinks. The same was true
for drinks poured into glasses. There is clear evidence (e.g.
Kerr et al., 2005; Kerr and Greenfield, 2007) that the amount
of self-poured beverages, in particular, can be underestimated
by the respondents and therefore the real ethanol content may
be underestimated, which is also likely for the present study.
The number of drinks per drinking day was multiplied
by number of drinking days to obtain the weekly drinking volume. A cut-off of 21 drinks per week (3 per day)
was chosen to distinguish low (up to 21 drinks/week or
210 g/week) from risky drinking volume (22+ drinks/week).
Standards for brief intervention studies set by the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA, see
US Department of Health and Human Services (USDHHS),
1995) recommend 15 drinks as the cut-off at which interventions should start. Clinical guidelines in Europe (Anderson
et al., 2005) and other working definitions (World Health Organization (WHO), 2000; Rehm et al., 2004) recommend four
standard drinks daily (or correspondingly, 280 g a week with
10 g per standard drink) as cut-offs for brief interventions studies among men. We used a more conservative cut-off that is
closer to NIAAA recommendations (note that standard drinks
in the USA are between 12 and 14 g and therefore 15 drinks
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showed that the strongest predictors of hazardous beer consumption were being male and under the age of 30. Hazardous
beer consumption accounted for most of the hazardous alcohol consumption, which was defined similarly to RSOD in the
present study. The study we present here seems both important
and timely because it was based on a census of young men
and is virtually free of sample selection bias. It will permit an
inside look at the behaviour of young men in a drinking culture
other than the USA. The present study aims to explore in a
‘wet’ society (a) whether at-risk alcohol use (here defined as
RSOD) among young adults affects only a few individuals or
a large proportion of that population and (b) whether most of
the alcohol used within this population is consumed on those
occasions that place drinkers at high risk for detrimental consequences. This information is vital, not only for Switzerland’s
policy makers but also for policy makers in ‘dry’ societies
where RSOD may be even more of a widespread phenomenon
among drinkers.
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equal between 180 and 210 g a week) because of the relatively
young age of men in the present study. RSOD frequency was
measured with an open-ended question about usual number of
days per month on which 6+ drinks were consumed. Six drinks
contain ∼60 g of pure alcohol and equal the most common US
measure of 5+ drinks of 12 g per drink (Gmel et al., 2003).
Our definition of RSOD conformed to the NIAAA and European recommendations (Anderson et al., 2005). Finally, an
open-ended item asked about the maximum number of drinks
on any day in the last 12 months. The percentage of total alcohol usually consumed was calculated for low-risk drinkers, i.e.
those who never had a RSOD day in the past 12 months nor
exceeded the usual drinking limit of 13 drinks per week.

Statistical analysis
It should be noted that the present study did not use a sample
in the inferential statistical sense. It is a census of virtually all
young men of the same age who live in the French-speaking
parts of Switzerland, who enrolled in the recruitment centre
during the study period. The response rate of >90%, in our
view, indicates that there is very little self-selection bias built
in. P-values and confidence intervals are not reported because
results have no random component. It also should be noted that,
due to the total number of >3500 individuals, any appropriate
statistical tests that might be presented in the tables would all
be significant at an alpha level <0.01.

RESULTS
Table 1. gives an overview of drinking patterns among young
men. In the past year, only 7.2% abstained from alcohol. Including those abstainers, less than a fifth (17.2%) were low-risk
drinkers, i.e. neither drank over the volume limits of 21 drinks
a week nor had RSOD days at least monthly. It can also be seen
that heavier, regular consumption without RSOD is virtually
non-existent in this sample of young Swiss men, i.e. only 0.1%
of the sample had 22+ drinks weekly without any RSO days at
least monthly. Three quarters (75.5%) of the sample did have
RSOD days at least once a month.
Almost a quarter (23.7%) of the young men in the sample had no alcohol in the week prior to the interview, but of
those who did, 39.0% had at least one RSOD day during that
time.
Table 2 shows that 63.4% had at least 1 day in the past
12 months with at least 10 drinks, and 23.1% of the

RSOD
Volume
Usual
consumptiona
(n = 3536)
Last weekb
(n = 3536)

No RSOD 1 RSOD 2+ RSOD Total
No alcohol use
<22 drinks/week
22+ drinks/week
Total
No alcohol use
<22 drinks/week
22+ drinks/week
Total

7.2
17.2
0.1
24.5
23.7
37.1
0.2
61.0

0.0
21.8
0.1
21.8
0.0
16.5
2.2
18.8

0.0
44.3
9.4
53.6
0.0
5.7
14.5
20.2

7.2
83.3
9.5
100.0
23.7
59.4
16.9
100.0

usual consumption: no RSOD = less than monthly; 1 RSOD = 1 RSOD
per month; 2+ RSOD = 2 RSOD per month or more.
b For last week consumption: no RSOD = not in last week; 1 RSOD = once in
the last week; 2+ RSOD = at least 2 RSOD in the last week.
a For

Table 2. Percent drinkers by maximum number of drinks in 1 day in the past
12 months and in the last week (n = 3536)

0 drinks
1–2 drinks
3–5 drinks
6–9 drinks
10–14 drinks
15–19 drinks
20–29 drinks
30+ drinks

Past 12 months

Last week

7.2
3.3
7.0
19.2
24.9
13.5
16.7
8.3

23.7
17.3
20.0
16.1
12.4
4.9
4.4
1.4

sample had such a day during the prior week. Only 10.3%
of all drinkers in the past year had <6 drinks or more on each
occasion. The modal maximum in the last 12 months was 10–
14 drinks but, among drinkers, only 3–5 drinks in the prior
week.
Table 3 shows that steady drinking on a weekly basis is not
common among young francophone Swiss males. As regards
the past 12 months measure, only 17.1% drank on average >3
days per week, and only 27.6% had more than 3 drinking days
in the last week. The average frequency was ∼2 days per week.
It should be noted that RSOD drinkers also drank more often
than non-RSOD drinkers, supporting the above statement that
regular, moderate alcohol use is not practised by most young
men in this culture.
Table 4 shows results from the retrospective (last week)
drinking diary used to assess consumption on each of the
7 days prior to the interview. Alcohol use was at its greatest on
Friday and Saturday, as might be expected in this young sample.
On these 2 days, a higher percentage of all were drinking and
in much higher amounts than those who drank on other days.
For example, only 10.8% of the sample drank on Tuesday, and
those drinking consumed an average of 2.7 drinks, corresponding to 0.3 drinks over the entire sample. On Saturday, 64.4%
of the total sample drank alcohol, consuming an average of 7.3
drinks, >2.5 times that of the Tuesday drinkers. Nearly half
(48.2%) of the Saturday drinkers had an RSOD day, i.e. they
exceeded the RSOD threshold of six drinks. Only 2.5% of the
total alcohol consumed over the week was on Tuesday, while
>70% was on Friday (29.4%) and Saturday (41.2%).
Table 5 displays the quantities of alcohol consumed on heavy
drinking (RSOD) days in the last week and by drinkers who
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Consumption last week
Conscripts were asked retrospectively to itemize in a 1-week
diary their daily beverage-specific consumption, using the alcohol definitions listed above. Drinks were summed over beverages for each day and totalled over the 7 days. This allowed
a calculation of maximum drinks in 1 day in the last week for
each individual, as well as the proportion of the overall sample
with days of 6+, 8+, 10+, etc. drinks. It was assumed that a
6+ day is in fact that many drinks on a single occasion, since
multiple occasions (i.e. with and without meals) are probably
rare in this age group. The total alcohol consumed in the last
week was also calculated for those who had at least one RSOD
day in that week.

Table 1. Volume of drinking (%) by RSOD occasions in the past 12 months
and in the last week
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Table 3. Number of drinking days by RSOD in the past 12 months and in the last week for drinkers only (%)
Usual consumption, past 12 months, drinkers only

Last week, drinkers only

Drinking days

No RSOD (n = 612)

1+ RSOD (n = 2669)

Total (n = 3281)

No RSOD (n = 1320)

1+ RSOD (n = 1379)

Total (n = 2699)

<1 day/month
<1 day/week
1 day/week
2 days/week
3 days/week
4 days/week
5 days/week
6 days/week
Daily

35.8
24.5
22.4
10.9
2.8
1.6
0.8
0.7
0.5

6.4
9.4
16.6
30.8
16.6
8.1
4.8
2.6
4.6

11.9
12.3
17.7
27.1
14.1
6.9
4.1
2.3
3.8

33.0
35.8
16.7
6.4
3.5
2.7
1.9

10.7
27.8
21.4
15.4
9.6
9.2
6.0

21.6
31.7
19.1
11.0
6.6
6.0
4.0

Table 4. Distributions of percent drinkers and average number drinksa on each day of the week for the total sample and for drinkers of the corresponding day only

a Based

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

20.8
2.2
0.6
5.0
10.6
2.8

10.8
1.0
0.3
2.5
9.4
2.7

15.9
2.3
0.5
4.5
14.8
3.2

21.3
4.5
0.8
7.4
21.3
4.0

52.2
21.6
3.4
29.4
41.5
6.5

64.4
31.0
4.7
41.2
48.2
7.3

29.8
5.4
1.1
10.0
18.2
3.8

on last week consumption.

Table 5. Percent alcohol consumed on 10+, 8+ and 6+ drinks occasions by
the total sample and by drinkers with at least 1 RSOD in the last week or at
least monthly
Alcohol consumed
as percent of total
Basis: consumption last week Days with 10+ drinks in
derived from diary Total
the last week
sample alcohol consumption Days with 8+ drinks in
in number of drinks: 40,685
the last week
Days with 6+ drinks
(RSOD) in the last
week
Drinkers with at least 1
RSOD in the last week
Basis: weekly usual
Drinkers with at least
consumption derived from
monthly RSOD
QF Total sample alcohol
consumption in number of
drinks: 32,148

49.2
58.4
69.3
82.8
96.2

had at least a monthly RSOD. It is important to note the difference between the two proportions; the first measures consumption on heavy drinking days, whereas the second measures usual weekly consumption of those who have at least
a monthly RSOD while including those days without any
RSOD. It was estimated by means of the retrospective diary that 69.3% of the total alcohol consumed by all young
men was consumed on occasions of at least six drinks, with
almost half of all intake (49.2%) occurring on 10+ drink
occasions.
RSO drinkers consumed 96.2% of the total volume of alcohol, regardless of whether it was on an RSOD day or otherwise,
leaving only 3.8% of all alcohol consumption to those who
never (or at least less than once a month) had RSOD days.

DISCUSSION
The present study shows that RSOD among young francophone
Swiss men is more the norm than an exception, since 75.5%
of alcohol consumers consume six or more drinks on a single
occasion in 1 day, at least monthly. Almost two-thirds (63.3%)
of the sample had at least 1 day with 10 or more drinks in the
past year and 10–14 drinks was the mode in the sample regarding maximum number of drinks in the past year. It is important
to note that last week consumption only would miss a major
proportion of young men drinking very high levels at least once
yearly. For example, the mode of the maximum number of
drinks in the past week was ‘only’ 3–5 drinks and ‘only’ 23%
drank as a maximum 10 drinks or more in the past week. This
supports the literature recommending that, at least for the assessment of exposure relevant for harms related to acute heavy
drinking, longer recall periods such as 12 months are preferable
over very short recall periods such as a week. Short reference
periods may result in insufficient assessment of exceptional
drinking occasions (Dawson, 1998; Dawson and Room, 2000)
or overestimation of abstention (Rehm et al., 1999).
The extent of this behaviour might seem a little surprising,
because although it is known that in many societies RSO drinking is highest among adolescents and young adults (Kuntsche
et al., 2004), Switzerland as a whole is viewed as a ‘wet’
country, with mild drinking patterns of frequent and regular,
but moderate consumption with meals (Rehm et al., 2004).
This ‘wet country’ stereotype does not hold up among young
francophone Swiss men. Although these findings cannot be
extrapolated from this sample to the rest of Switzerland, it
is likely that they would apply to those of similar age. In
all cantons of Switzerland the legal purchasing age for alcohol is 18 years for spirits and 16 years for beer and wine;
therefore, there is no particular advantage regarding the legal
drinking age for francophone men. Alcohol consumption by
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Percent drinkers (total sample)
Percent RSO drinkers (total sample)
Average no. of drinks (total sample)
Percent of total weekly volume (total sample)
Percent RSO drinkers (drinkers that day)
Average no. of drinks (drinkers that day)

Monday
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In conclusion and as a response to our research questions,
(a) only 7.2% in this age group abstained from alcohol and
75.5% of those drinking had an RSOD day at least monthly, and
(b) most of the total alcohol used within the population of young
men is consumed on occasions that place drinkers at high risk
for detrimental consequences. Therefore, our findings suggest
that preventive strategies designed at targeting high-risk groups
have to be complemented by structural measures targeting the
general population of adolescents and young adults.
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men in the Italian-speaking region (∼5% of the population)
is higher than in the two other linguistic regions (Gmel and
Schmid, 1996; Annaheim and Gmel, 2004) and in the Germanspeaking region (∼72% of the population) alcohol consumption historically is seen as having an extremely ‘festive’ quality
(Cahannes and Müller, 1981) with many heavy drinking occasions. This assumption has also received support from
large-scale general population surveys where the amount of
alcohol per drinking occasion is usually high in the Germanspeaking region (Gmel and Schmid, 1996; Annaheim and
Gmel, 2004). Surveys using young adult samples within the
German- and Italian-speaking regions would help answer the
question of how well the Francophone sample generalizes to
the rest of the population.
It is fairly well agreed in the survey literature (Perkins, 2002;
Windle, 2003; Hingson et al., 2005) that RSOD is related to a
multitude of acute consequences such as intentional and unintentional injuries. Data from the 2000 Global Burden of Disease
study demonstrated that injuries attributed to drinking were predominantly associated with RSOD and accounted for a major
share of total alcohol-related mortality and morbidity (Rehm
et al., 2004). The unfavourable RSOD consumption pattern
that is common among adolescents and young adults has become the primary factor in the disease burden of this age group
(Rehm et al., 2006). A comparison of drinking patterns by time
of day and day of the week from a Swiss diary survey to police
statistics of traffic crashes matched to the corresponding time
of day and day of the week gave strong support for a causal link
between RSOD and traffic crashes. These accidents occurred
disproportionately on Friday and Saturday nights in Switzerland (Gmel et al., 2005), and the present study establishes that
RSOD occasions among young men occur mainly on Friday
and Saturday. Another recent report by the Council for Accident
Prevention showed that fatal traffic crashes on weekends were
higher among 18- to 24-year-olds and were alcohol related two
times more often than were those on other days of the week
(Siegrist et al., 2005). Unfortunately, no consequences were
measured with the screening instrument used in the present
study.
This at-risk drinking pattern that seems to be the norm among
young men points out the failures of current preventive efforts.
Babor et al. (2003) summarized the prevailing prevention status, saying that effective interventions exist, such as price regulations, restrictions of availability either by reduced density of
outlets or reduced opening hours for alcohol sales, training of
bar staff for responsible beverage serving, raising legal drinking ages and lowering the BAC threshold for drunk driving.
However, these interventions that work and are cost effective
are usually unpopular because as structural measures they take
a general population approach. What is often preferred and
promoted, sometimes in collaboration with the alcohol industry (UK Cabinet Office, 2004; Department of Health, 2007),
is either the popular interventions, such as information campaigns and education programmes that have not been shown
to foster much change, or a focus on high-risk groups, such as
treatment for alcohol dependence (see e.g. Babor et al., 2003;
Room, 2004). Although it may be that heavier drinkers spent
less per drink than lighter drinkers, the present study suggests
that ∼70% of total alcohol revenues are attributed to RSOD
within the age group.
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a b s t r a c t
Background: Brief motivational intervention (BMI) is one of the few effective strategies targeting alcohol
consumption, but has not been tested in young men in the community. We evaluated the efﬁcacy of BMI
in reducing alcohol use and related problems among binge drinkers and in maintaining low-risk drinking
among non-bingers.
Methods: A random sample of a census of men included during army conscription (which is mandatory for
20-year-old males in Switzerland) was randomized to receive a single face-to-face BMI session (N = 199)
or no intervention (N = 219). A six-month follow-up rate was obtained for 88.7% of the subjects.
Results: Among binge drinkers, there was 20% less drinking in the BMI group versus the control group
(incidence rate ratio = 0.80, conﬁdence interval 0.66–0.98, p = 0.03); the BMI group showed a weekly
reduction of 1.5 drinks compared to an increase of 0.8 drinks weekly in the control group. Among subjects
who experienced one or more alcohol-related consequences over the last 12 months, there was 19% less
drinking in the BMI group compared to the control group (incidence rate ratio = 0.81, conﬁdence interval
0.67–0.97, p = 0.04). Among non-bingers, BMI did not contribute to the maintenance of low-risk drinking.
Conclusion: BMI reduced the alcohol use of binge drinkers, particularly among those who experienced
certain alcohol-related adverse consequences. No preventive effect of BMI was observed among nonbingers. BMI is a plausible secondary preventive option for young binge drinkers.
© 2010 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In many countries in the developed world, heavy drinking is
a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in young people. In
Switzerland, 75.5% of young men binge at least monthly (Gmel et al.,
2008), a ﬁnding which applies to the three linguistic regions of the
country (Daeppen et al., 2005). It is estimated that heavy drinking is
responsible for 31.5% of all deaths and 26.6% of disability-adjusted
life years lost in people aged 15–29 years (Toumbourou et al., 2007).
Moreover, longitudinal cohort studies show that early initiation
to alcohol among young people increases the risk of progression
to more frequent and problematic use in later life (Agrawal et al.,
2009; Toumbourou and Catalano, 2005). However, many adolescents who drink heavily tend to grow out of their heavy drinking
behavior patterns as they enter adulthood (Baer et al., 2001). Thus,
prevention approaches, including brief motivational intervention

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +41 21 314 73 51; fax: +41 21 314 05 62.
E-mail addresses: Jean-Bernard.Daeppen@chuv.ch,
jean-bernard.daeppen@inst.hospvd.ch (J.-B. Daeppen).
0376-8716/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2010.07.009

(BMI), could open opportunities for encouraging this process early
on.
BMI is an adaptation of motivational interviewing (MI) administered as single, short sessions lasting 15–45 min (Baer et al., 2001;
Rollnick et al., 1992). BMI was adapted for young people using
various substances (McCambridge and Strang, 2003). Reviews of
strategies targeting alcohol consumption show that BMI is one
of the few effective preventive strategies (along with structural
measures such as driving while intoxicated regulations and control of prices and taxes) and is the most cost-effective strategy
among individual-centered approaches (Babor et al., 2010). BMI
has demonstrated the effectiveness of preventive action mainly
in primary care and university settings, although its applicability
seems to be broader and appropriate for early interventions across
gender and age groups, particularly in populations where individuals are not actively seeking treatment. BMI with adolescents and
young adults has shown mixed results. Each study included in a
review of BMI applied with adolescents and young adults evaluating the efﬁcacy of single face-to-face sessions described some
beneﬁt from BMI in terms of reduced alcohol use or related consequences (Grenard et al., 2006). Three of the studies demonstrated
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reductions in alcohol use, but claimed no additional advantages or
gains for BMI (plus personalized feedback) versus control (personalized feedback-only) (Baer et al., 1992; Handmaker et al., 1999;
Murphy et al., 2004). These mixed ﬁndings suggest conducting
additional studies designed to put special emphasis on stricter controls; most of the reviewed studies included some minimal form
of intervention in addition to assessing control groups. Moreover,
BMI typically is conducted with heavy drinking subjects; very few
researchers chose BMI as a primary prevention strategy among
low-risk drinkers, although one study did include them and found
positive effects in a personalized mailed feedback for college drinking prevention. This study involved low-risk drinkers as well as
abstainers (Larimer et al., 2007). Finally, most studies with young
people available today were conducted within college campus
milieus (e.g. O’Malley and Johnston, 2002; Vik et al., 2000). Outside the college milieu, a randomized trial including young workers
found no additional impact on drinking levels in subjects who had
a 15-min BMI in addition to computerized feedback, compared
to computerized feedback-only in controls (Doumas and Hannah,
2008). In contrast, our study aimed to test the efﬁcacy of BMI in
a wider, more heterogeneous population, compared to the college
milieu or the workplace, where groups of individuals may have
more education than their counterparts do in the general population.
Most BMI studies focus on drinking levels as a main outcome,
but there are questions about whether the presence of consequences or the severity of alcohol use affects counseling efﬁcacy.
Conﬂicting data have been published, since the presence of consequences of alcohol use can enhance counseling efﬁcacy (Blow et
al., 2009; Walton et al., 2008), or decrease MI efﬁcacy (Moyer et
al., 2002; Saitz et al., 2007). Therefore, in secondary analyses, in
order to investigate whether the presence of baseline alcohol con-

sequences may impact BMI efﬁcacy, we evaluated the BMI impact
on drinking outcomes in individuals reporting one or more alcohol consequences, compared to counterparts without such adverse
experiences.
The primary aims of this study were to evaluate the efﬁcacy of
BMI in reducing alcohol use among binge drinkers (subjects reporting typical drinking episodes of 60 g pure alcohol at least once
a month) 6 months after the intervention, compared to subjects
in a control group without intervention, and to maintain low-risk
drinking in non-bingers among 20-year-old French-speaking Swiss
men within a representative community sample of conscripts.
2. Methods
The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee for Clinical Research
of the Lausanne University Medical School (Protocol No. 15/07) and registered in
the International Standard Randomized Controlled Trial Number Register, number
ISRCTN78822107, http://www.controlled-trials.com/ISRCTN78822107.
2.1. Sample
Switzerland has a mandatory two-day army recruitment process for all males
at age 20 in which virtually all conscripts complete physical, medical and cognitive
assessments to determine suitability for service in the Swiss military. All Frenchspeaking Swiss men report to the Lausanne recruitment centre, and all of them
were eligible to participate if they were present during the research period. Investigators did not share any of the obtained information with the army. Participation
was optional and subjects received no compensation. Data were collected during
the 2-day mandatory recruitment process, which usually precedes active military
service by about a year. Conscripts were excluded if they were pre-empted by the
army for special assessment needs, or arrived late, or declined to participate. Details
regarding the number of subjects excluded and causes of exclusion are reported in
Fig. 1. Contrary to most BMI research, non-heavy drinkers were also included; this
blinded the army from identifying heavy drinkers participating in BMI, and allowed
the evaluation of whether BMI could help low-risk drinkers maintain their level of
consumption.

Fig. 1. Trial ﬂow chart. BMI: brief motivational intervention. Bingers were deﬁned as subjects with typical binge drinking once a month or more, which corresponds to
consumption of 6 standard drinks on a single occasion (Swiss standard of binge drinking) containing approximately 60 g of pure alcohol (which corresponds to 5 standard
drinks of 12 g of ethanol in the US). Among 3460 subjects who visited the centre, 2209 randomly selected subjects were not offered participation since logistic constraints
allowed conducting only two BMIs per group of 30 conscripts.
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form. Next, they completed the self-administered assessment questionnaire; the
research staff provided assistance if needed. Then, subjects were informed of their
group allocation, and designated participants in the intervention group received the
BMI, while the control group did not.
Follow-up procedures took place 6 months after baseline via computer-assisted
telephone interviews. Interviewers were blinded to individual group allocation and
were not involved with any aspect of subject participation thus far in the study. The
questionnaire contained the same measures as the baseline assessment, described
in Section 2.5.

The BMI was conducted immediately following the assessment, in a separate
room that ensured conﬁdentiality of verbal communication between counselor and
conscript. The proposed BMI intended to reinforce motivation to change behaviors
related to alcohol use, or to maintain low-risk drinking in non-bingers. The ﬁrst
aim of this BMI was to introduce a behavior change perspective and discuss it in a
non-judgmental, empathic and collaborative manner. The hypothesis was that an
open discussion with additional reinforcement by a trained counselor around alcohol use and its repercussions on different life areas could heighten the conscript’s
awareness of the importance to change this behavior now or in the future. Our BMI
model was not a structured intervention with a succession of phases, but rather
a menu of strategies in the form of topics, or areas of conversation that the counselor might address, according to individual drinking status and readiness to change
(McCambridge and Strang, 2003). Strategies were as follows: (a) opening strategy
exploring lifestyle, general alcohol use, alcohol use within a typical day/session, then
focusing on the hypothesis of a reduction in alcohol use among bingers or on the
status quo among non-bingers; (b) focusing on the pros and cons of alcohol use; (c)
evoking hypothetical changes in drinking patterns; (d) exploring importance, ability,
and conﬁdence to change; and (e) eliciting commitment to change, and the identiﬁcation of a hypothetical change. In order to avoid any confrontational dimension, the
intervention did not include a personalized feedback. For non-bingers, the rationale
was to maintain low-risk drinking during a period of life characterized by the initiation or reinforcement of heavy drinking patterns. If it appeared during the opening
strategy that a conscript was a moderate drinker or an abstainer, several of the following strategies shown above were employed: (a) focusing on the pros and cons of
experiences with alcohol use; (b) evoking hypothetical changes in drinking patterns;
(c) exploring importance, ability, and conﬁdence to maintain low-risk drinking; and
(d) eliciting commitment to maintain low-risk drinking. However, it should be noted
that rather than having two different kinds of interventions, the basic intervention
model was adapted by the counselor to accommodate each individual’s status on
the drinking continuum. The BMI mean length was 15.8 (±5.5) min.

Main outcome measures were framed as: (1) the typical number of drinks per
week (standard drink containing about 10 g of pure alcohol); and (2) the typical
number of binge drinking episodes per month (deﬁned as an occasion with six drinks
or more, where six drinks contain approximately 60 g of pure alcohol and equal to
the most common measure of ﬁve or more drinks of 12 g per drink (Gmel et al.,
2003)). Bingers were deﬁned as subjects with typical binge drinking once a month
or more.
The assessment (at baseline for all and at follow-up for items subject to change
over time) included the age, education and living environment of the subjects. Alcohol use was assessed using the two drinking outcome measures and a list of 12
alcohol-related problems usually experienced by young heavy drinkers (Wechsler
et al., 1994). The number of consequences reported was summed to provide scores
from zero to 12. The Alcohol Use Disorder Identiﬁcation Test (AUDIT) was also given,
and subjects with scores greater or equal to 8 were identiﬁed (Gache et al., 2005). The
timeframe for the consequences items and the AUDIT was “in the last 12 months”,
per the original versions of these instruments. The assessment also included the
importance, readiness and conﬁdence to change scales (Bertholet et al., 2009). The
frequency of tobacco use item was a standard question (“Do you smoke every day
or almost every day?”), and cannabis use frequency was determined using the ﬁrst
item of the Cannabis Use Disorder Identiﬁcation Test (Adamson and Sellman, 2003).

2.3. Counselor training

2.6. Statistical analyses

Counselors were two masters-level psychologists trained in MI and BMI, and
in applying research procedures. A physician (JBD) and a psychologist (CF) experienced in teaching MI and BMI trained counselors in MI over four days, as described
elsewhere (Baer et al., 2004). After this initial training, counselors participated in
workshops focused on trial information procedures as well as on the delivery of
BMI, using actors trained in role-playing young adults who abuse substances. To
guarantee uniformity and high quality of BMI delivery throughout the project, counselors received weekly individual supervision in which difﬁculties and challenges
were discussed, along with monthly joint supervision with two senior psychologists.
Audiotapes of the interventions were reviewed and feedback was given (CF) on the
quality of BMI practice (e.g. MI spirit, reﬂective listening techniques, and eliciting
change talk).
The counselors received 2 h of supervision each week. They were asked to
audiotape their interventions, and each week one of these tapes was selected for
supervision. Particular attention was paid to the counselor style (empathy, collaboration, evocation, and autonomy support), and the use of motivational interviewing
skills, such as the capacity to recognize, elicit, and reinforce change talk, to recognize
resistance and work with it, and to elicit and explore behavior change. Moreover, the
supervision addressed the importance of eliciting the question of behavior change
early in the intervention, where the counselor selectively reﬂects what the conscript
says in order to guide him towards exploring and eventually changing his alcohol
use, and trained the counselor to make the necessary efforts to really understand
the meaning underlying the words of the conscript. In order to help the counselors
hone their developing skills, the supervision lasted throughout the entire duration
of the study.

We conducted all analyses separately for bingers and non-bingers, since the
hypotheses tested in the trial yielded group differences, i.e., evaluating the impact
of BMI on decreasing alcohol use and showing fewer problems among bingers versus
maintaining low-risk drinking among non-bingers. Binger and non-binger groups
were deﬁned a posteriori. These two categories were used to classify subjects, since
binge drinking typically characterizes heavy drinking in young men.
We tested randomization by comparing intervention and control groups on
baseline measures (Tables 1 and 3, left side) using Pearson’s Chi-squares for categorical variables and the Mann–Whitney U non-parametric test for continuous variables
with non-normal distributions. We compared group differences from baseline to
follow-up (6 months later) with Mann–Whitney U tests for continuous variables
and two-sample McNemar tests of change (Levin and Serlin, 2000) for categorical
variables (Tables 1 and 3, right side).
BMI effectiveness was evaluated with negative binomial regression models for
the two main outcomes (drinks per week and binge drinking occasion per month),
using each follow-up measure as the dependent variable and adjusting for the baseline measure and any variables for which we found signiﬁcant differences between
groups at baseline. Negative binomial regression models were chosen since our measures were tallied counts and they yielded better ﬁts than other count models, such
as Poisson (countﬁt procedure in Stata 10 (StataCorp, 2007)).
Analyses were conducted after taking out the 15 participants assigned to the
BMI group who did not receive the intervention (reported in tables) and replicated
after incorporating these 15 subjects into intention-to-treat analyses (not reported
in tables, but available upon request). All of the regression analyses were repeated
in a sensitivity analysis by replacing (missing) values for individuals lost to followup with their baseline values in order to account for attrition (also not reported in
tables, but available upon request).
In the subgroup of bingers, additional analyses determined whether those who
experienced alcohol-related consequences received differential beneﬁt from BMI,
compared to counterparts in the control group. Negative binomial regressions were
conducted after selecting participants who reported experiencing any of the 12
consequences. Negative binomial regressions were ﬁtted with drinks per week at
follow-up as the dependent variable, and condition (where the control group is the
reference) as the independent variable. They were adjusted for drinks per week, and
importance and conﬁdence to change scales at baseline.

2.4. Study procedures
The design of this study relied on the a priori randomization of conscripts
to the intervention and the control groups. This randomization could be done in
advance since conscripts were assigned a number from the army at the start. Investigators had no way of knowing a priori what number anyone was assigned, thus
they were blinded to the selection of any particular conscript. Randomization was
accomplished by sorting the army numbers for each group of 30 conscripts with
a computerized algorithm. The ﬁrst 15 numbers were assigned to the intervention
condition and the last 15 to the control condition. Logistic constraints permitted
only two BMI sessions in each group of 30 subjects, so the ﬁrst two numbers in each
condition became the ﬁrst choice of which conscripts should participate. If either of
those designated were excluded for any reason, selection moved to the next number(s) on the randomly sorted list. To guarantee inclusion quality the research staff
ﬁlled out a list of reasons for keeping or dropping individuals. At this point, subjects
were not aware of their assigned condition.
Selected subjects were informed that half of them would ﬁll out a questionnaire
and then participate in a 15-min BMI, and half of them would only ﬁll out the questionnaire. They were asked to read the information document and to sign the consent

2.5. Measures

3. Results
Inclusion took place over 19 weeks between September 2007
and August 2008, alternating every other week to accommodate
the enrollment of subjects into another study. During this period,
3460 subjects visited the recruitment centre, and of these, 629
(18.2%) were eliminated by the army before encountering any of
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Table 1
Characteristics of bingers at baseline and their evolution between baseline and 6-month follow-up, compared to controls.
Baseline

Age, mean (SD)
Education: obligatory school only (vs. higher) n (%)
Professional status
– Employed, n (%)
– In training, n (%)
– Inactive, n (%)
Living environment: Urban area, n (%)
Drinks per week, mean (SD)
Binge drinking occasion per month, mean (SD)
Alcohol-related consequence (12 possible), mean (SD)
AUDIT score greater or equal to 8, n (%)
Have person 1 or more with alcohol problems in the family, n (%)
Importance to change (VAS 1–10), mean (SD)
Readiness to change (VAS 1–10), mean (SD)
Conﬁdence to change (VAS 1–10), mean (SD)
Daily tobacco use, n (%)
Cannabis use once a week or more, n (%)

Baseline to 6-month difference

BMI group
N = 125

Control group
N = 146

p value

19.9 (1.0)
47 (37.6)

19.9 (0.9)
69 (47.3)

0.54 (u)
0.11 (c)

37 (25.3)
105 (71.9)
4 (2.7)
75 (51.4)
9.9 (10.9)
3.4 (3.1)
3.2 (2.3)
103 (70.5)
15 (10.3)
2.6 (2.4)
3.5 (3.0)
7.7 (2.9)
47 (32.2)
17 (11.6)

0.90 (c)

29 (23.2)
92 (73.6)
4 (3.2)
62 (49.6)
11.3 (11.0)
4.0 (3.7)
3.0 (2.0)
89 (71.2)
11 (8.8)
2.6 (1.8)
3.5 (2.8)
7.2 (2.8)
39 (31.2)
13 (10.4)

0.77 (c)
0.36 (u)
0.30 (u)
0.69 (u)
0.91 (c)
0.68 (c)
0.09 (u)
0.53 (u)
0.05 (u)
0.86 (c)
0.74 (c)

BMI group
N = 110
–
–

Control group
N = 125
–
–

p value
–
–

–
–
–
–
−1.5 (13.2)
−1.5 (3.4)

–
–
–
–
0.8 (10.8)
−0.8 (3.2)

–

–
−0.2 (1.7)
−0.2 (3.6)
0.9 (3.2)
2 (1.8)
−2 (−1.8)

–
−0.4 (2.4)
0.4 (3.9)
0.7 (2.8)
4 (3.2)
1 (0.8)

–
0.77 (u)
0.41 (u)
0.55 (u)
0.89 (m)
0.40 (m)

–
0.04 (u)
0.04 (u)

Notes: BMI: brief motivational intervention; SD: standard deviation; pct: percentile; AUDIT: alcohol use disorder identiﬁcation test; VAS: visual analog scale; (u):
Mann–Withney U test; (c) Pearson’s Chi Square test; (m) two-sample McNemar test of change.

the researchers (Fig. 1). The remaining 2831 were randomized into
three groups: 2209 were not invited to participate in the study
(logistic constraints permitted only two BMIs per group of 30 subjects), and 622 were assigned to either an intervention or a control
group. After removing subjects who declined to participate after
randomization, were pre-empted by the army assessment procedure, or arrived too late, the remaining 418 subjects were assigned
to: (a) BMI (starting with 214, but dropping 15 who did not get the
intervention, leaving N = 199); or (b) the control group (N = 219).
The six-month follow-up rates were 89.4% for BMI and 88.1% for
controls. In order to establish that the alcohol consumption measured at follow-up reﬂected naturalistic changes in drinking rather
than “military drinking”, we evaluated whether subjects on active
duty in the army at follow-up differed from those who were not
yet serving their term. Only 72, or 19.4%, of the 371 follow-up subjects were active in the army at the 6-month follow-up. Further
analyses (not reported in tables) indicated similar average drinks
per week (7.7 ± 11.1 vs. 7.0 ± 8.0) and monthly binge drinking frequency (1.9 ± 2.7 vs. 1.5 ± 2.1 binge episodes) between subjects
who were not yet active in military service versus those who were,
respectively.
Results demonstrating BMI efﬁcacy are presented separately for
bingers and non-bingers. Fig. 1 lists the breakdown of the 418 subjects into bingers (64.8%) and non-bingers (35.2%). Table 1 ﬁrst
compares the baseline characteristics of bingers receiving BMI with
those in the control group, establishing that the randomization
resulted in the groups being similar in demography, alcohol use,
alcohol-related consequences, proportion with AUDIT scores of 8
or above, family history and attitude towards change in their drinking. Both the importance and the readiness to change scales were
globally low (ranging from 2 to 4 on a Likert scale of 1–10), indicating that initially most subjects had little intention of reducing their
drinking. Scores were signiﬁcantly lower on conﬁdence to change

in the BMI group. The proportions of regular cigarette and cannabis
smokers were similar in the two groups.
The right side of Table 1 depicts the difference between baseline
and 6 months follow-up for the BMI and the control groups. As predicted by our hypothesis, there was a signiﬁcantly larger reduction
in the weekly alcohol use and monthly binge drinking episodes in
the BMI versus the control group. There were no signiﬁcant group
differences on any of the other measures.
Table 2 presents negative binomial regression models for binge
drinkers. The difference between the incidence rate ratio (IRR) and
1.0 (expressed in percent) indicates the change in the outcome
count for the intervention group compared to the control group. For
weekly alcohol use, the IRR of 0.80 (conﬁdence interval 0.66–0.98)
indicates 20% less drinking in the BMI group versus the control
group, and is signiﬁcant. This beneﬁcial effect of BMI on weekly
alcohol use is accompanied with an IRR of 0.82 (conﬁdence interval 0.64–1.05) in the number of monthly binge-drinking episodes
within the BMI group, though it is not signiﬁcant. Intention-to-treat
analyses (not reported in tables) showed similar results. Replication
of regression analyses, with replacement of (missing) values from
individuals lost to follow-up with their baseline values in order
to account for attrition, showed similar results as well (data not
presented).
According to the hypothesis of differential efﬁcacy of BMI in the
subgroup of subjects who experienced more alcohol-treated consequences, we explored the efﬁcacy of BMI in subgroups of binge
drinkers who (over the previous 12 months) experienced one or
more of the 12 alcohol-related consequences evaluated. Results
(not reported in tables) indicated that for subjects who experienced one or more alcohol-related consequences over the last 12
months, there was 19% less drinking in the BMI group compared
to the control group (incidence rate ratio = 0.81, conﬁdence interval 0.67–0.97, p = 0.04). Additional exploratory analyses indicated

Table 2
Regression models to test BMI efﬁcacy in bingers (N = 235).
Outcome
a

Drinks per week
Binge drinking occasion per monthb

Incidence rate ratio

Standard error

0.80
0.82

0.08
0.10

z

p value
−2.17
−1.56

0.03
0.12

>95% Conﬁdence interval
0.66–0.98
0.64–1.05

Notes: Negative binomial regression with measure at follow-up as dependent variable, condition as independent variable (control group being the reference).
a
Adjusted for drinks per week at baseline, importance to change scale, and conﬁdence to change scale.
b
Adjusted for binge drinking occasion per month at baseline, importance to change scale, and conﬁdence to change scale.
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Table 3
Characteristics of non-bingers at baseline and their evolution between baseline and 6-month follow-up, compared to controls.
Baseline

Age, mean (SD)
Education: obligatory school only (vs. further) n (%)
Professional status
– Employed, n (%)
– In training, n (%)
– Inactive, n (%)
Living environment: urban area, n (%)
Drinks per week, mean (SD)
Binge drinking occasion per month, mean (SD)
Alcohol-related consequence (12 possible), mean (SD)
AUDIT score greater or equal to 8, n (%)
Have person 1 or more with alcohol problems in the family, n (%)
Importance to change (VAS 1-10), mean (SD)
Readiness to change (VAS 1–10), mean (SD)
Conﬁdence to change (VAS 1–10), mean (SD)
Daily tobacco use, n (%)
Cannabis use once a week or more, n (%)

Baseline to 6-month difference

BMI group
N = 74

Control group
N = 73

p value

19.8 (0.9)
36 (48.6)

20.1 (1.3)
34 (46.6)

0.15 (u)
0.80 (c)

–
–

–
–

–
–

17 (23.0)
53 (71.6)
4 (5.4)
40 (54.1)
2.0 (2.4)
0.0 (0.0)
1.3 (1.4)
5 (6.8)
10 (13.5)
1.6 (1.7)
4.0 (3.8)
7.7 (3.3)
12 (16.2)
3 (4.1)

12 (16.4)
60 (82.2)
1 (1.4)
43 (58.9)
1.8 (2.3)
0.0 (0.0)
1.2 (1.4)
7 (9.6)
7 (9.6)
2.1 (2.4)
3.6 (3.7)
7.2 (3.8)
12 (16.4)
7 (9.6)

0.21 (c)

–
–
–
–
1.3 (3.8)
0.5 (1.4)

–
–
–
–
0.7 (2.6)
0.3 (0.7)

–

–
−0.2 (2.2)
0.0 (4.6)
0.7 (3.4)
−1 (−1.5)
0 (0.0)

–
−0.3 (2.0)
0.4 (5.0)
1.6 (4.3)
−2 (−2.9)
−2 (−2.9)

0.55 (c)
0.56 (u)
1.00 (u)
0.59 (u)
0.53 (c)
0.46 (c)
0.31 (u)
0.69 (u)
0.79 (u)
0.97 (c)
0.18 (c)

BMI group
N = 68

Control group
N = 68

p value

–
0.87 (u)
0.75 (u)

–
0.25 (u)
0.50 (u)
0.36 (u)
NA (m)
NA (m)

Notes: BMI: Brief motivational intervention; SD: standard deviation; pct: percentile; AUDIT: alcohol use disorder identiﬁcation test; VAS: visual analog scale; (u):
Mann–Withney U test; (c) Pearson’s Chi Square test; (m) two-sample McNemar test of change. NA: not applicable (denominator cell = 0).

that there was a signiﬁcant reduction in weekly alcohol use in the
BMI group among those who experienced a hangover (incidence
rate ratio = 0.80, conﬁdence interval 0.65–0.98, p = 0.03), missed
a class (incidence rate ratio = 0.47, conﬁdence interval 0.30–0.73,
p = 0.001), got behind at school (incidence rate ratio = 0.46, conﬁdence interval 0.28–0.77, p = 0.003), argued with friends (incidence
rate ratio = 0.62, conﬁdence interval 0.40–0.96, p = 0.03), engaged
in unplanned sex (incidence rate ratio = 0.55, conﬁdence interval
0.37–0.82, p = 0.003) or unprotected sex (incidence rate ratio = 0.36,
conﬁdence interval 0.20–0.65, p = 0.001), than did those in the control group who experienced the same problems at baseline. BMI did
not reduce weekly drinking in those who experienced the other
six problems at baseline (done something they regret; forgotten
where they were or what they did; damaged property; got into
trouble with police; got hurt or injured; or required medical treatment after an alcohol overdose), compared to counterparts in the
control group.
Table 3 shows that among non-bingers, BMI and control groups
were similar at baseline on all variables measured. Low weekly
alcohol use, few alcohol-related consequences and AUDIT scores in
the low-risk drinking range were recorded for the groups because
of their non-binge drinking status. Initially, subjects did not contemplate change in their drinking (as measured by low scores on
the importance and readiness to change scales), but they did feel
conﬁdent in their ability to change, once they decided to. The proportion of non-bingers with regular tobacco and cannabis use was
about half that reported by binge drinkers, except for cannabis use
within the controls (which was nearly the same for non-bingers as
it was for bingers). The relatively small number of cannabis users
among non-bingers might explain this. Contrary to our hypothesis
of a preventive effect in the BMI group, there were no differences
from baseline to six-month follow-up for weekly alcohol use or
binge drinking between the two groups.
Non-bingers at baseline generally maintained low-risk drinking patterns at follow-up. Moreover, bivariate analyses reported
in Table 3 do not support evidence for a protective effect of BMI.
The regression model for non-bingers (not reported in tables)
conﬁrmed stable weekly alcohol use in the BMI versus the control group (IRR = 1.35, p = 0.10). The replication of these analyses
in an intention-to-treat perspective showed no signiﬁcant differences between groups (IRR = 1.28, p = 0.17). Furthermore, no
effect on the progression of binge drinking and alcohol-related
consequences was observed between groups in either analysis.

Considering that abstainers could potentially only increase their
alcohol consumption over time, additional analyses focused on that
subgroup revealed that 23 subjects (7 in the intervention group and
16 in the control group) were abstainers at baseline (i.e., reporting
0 drinks per week and 0 binge drinking episodes per month) and
none of them became bingers at follow-up.
4. Discussion
At army conscription in Switzerland, BMI reduces alcohol use
in binge drinkers. This beneﬁt from BMI is heightened in subjects
who recently experienced certain alcohol-related adverse consequences. Although BMI demonstrated a 20% reduction in weekly
alcohol use among binge drinkers, it is particularly relevant considering that individuals in this age group largely view drinking
as a mostly positive experience. A majority of them increase their
consumption between the ages of 18 and 25, and most of them
have little inclination or motivation to change this pattern. In our
sample of French-speaking Swiss men, 64.8% of the conscripts were
binge drinkers. This ﬁnding should serve as an incentive to conduct
larger studies of BMI within this age group, in order to replicate
our results and perhaps foster a wider implementation of BMI in
similar community settings.
We showed that the presence of consequences of alcohol use
enhances BMI efﬁcacy, a ﬁnding which may be particularly true for
subjects who experienced certain alcohol-related consequences.
Similar to results reported by Blow et al. (2009) and in accordance
with potential mechanisms of action of BMI (McNally et al., 2005), it
is likely that the presence of consequences of alcohol use may help
develop discrepancy between the individual’s current situation and
future and desired goals, hence leading to behavior change.
Results were different for non-bingers who were drinking at
moderate, low-risk levels initially. Most of them remained moderate consumers at follow-up (averaging three drinks per week), but
did not seem to gain any “protective” effect because of the intervention. Further evaluation of the impact of BMI in non-bingers
should be undertaken using larger samples. Moreover, the content
of the BMI for non-bingers should be further evaluated. Herein, the
intervention was conducted while counselors were unaware of the
drinking status of participants. Further research should explore the
content of BMI adapted speciﬁcally for non-bingers.
This study has some limitations that should be acknowledged.
This sample included only 20-year-old men in the French-speaking
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sector of Switzerland, which limits the extent to which the results
might generalize to women and young adults who are slightly older
or younger. However, our ﬁndings are likely to apply to young
men in other regions of Switzerland (Daeppen et al., 2005) and
to young men in other European countries with similar medium
to low level of binge drinking among teenagers, i.e., Sweden or
France www.espad.org. In addition, subjects were excluded from
our project for reasons like unsuitability for service, pre-emption
for army assessment procedures, late arrival, etc.; their proﬁles may
have revealed higher levels of substance use. This could limit the
generalizability of our conclusions. Moreover, because the protocol called for including 128 participants per group to obtain power
of 0.80, the posteriori splitting of participants into binger and nonbinger designations lowered the statistical power for each of these
subgroups.
This study has several strengths. It indicates that young men
who initially show little motivation (i.e., low scores on importance and readiness to change) to alter their behavior could have
positive outcomes following BMI. This suggests that the various
MI techniques in the intervention designed to increase “intrinsic”
motivation indeed translate effectively into meaningful behavior
change (Monti et al., 1999). One other strength of our study is
the generalization of research in this area to a sample of young
men more representative of the general population, in contrast to
most prior studies conducted on select samples within the college
milieu. Moreover, our study contained an assessment-only component without personalized feedback for the control group, while
the majority of published studies assessing BMI efﬁcacy in young
adults minimally included some feedback mechanism in addition
to assessment in the control group (Agostinelli et al., 1995; Baer et
al., 1992; Handmaker et al., 1999; Murphy et al., 2004; Walters et
al., 2000). These results suggest that BMIs for young adults do not
necessary need to include personalized feedback, and it is also possible that the effects would have been greater had feedback been
included. Therefore, our ﬁndings add to the three studies containing no feedback along with assessment for the control group. These
three studies found some impact of BMI on alcohol use (Borsari and
Carey, 2000) or on alcohol-related consequences (Baer et al., 2001;
Monti et al., 1999), consonant with our own observations.
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ABSTRACT

Background– Heavy drinking is one of the leading causes of morbidity and mortality in young men.
Brief motivational intervention (BMI) has shown promising results for young people, but has never
been tested in young men in the community who volunteered to receive an intervention. Methods–
We evaluated the effectiveness of BMI in reducing alcohol use among heavy episodic users and in
maintaining low-risk drinking among non-heavy episodic users. Participants were French-speaking
young men attending the mandatory Swiss army conscription process. They were offered the
opportunity to receive a 20-minute BMI and those interested were randomized into an intervention
group (BMI immediately) or into a control group (BMI after the 6-month follow-up assessment, in a
waiting list design). Analyses were conducted separately for heavy and non-heavy episodic users
(separated using baseline heavy episodic use frequency) since the hypotheses tested were different
between both groups (primary vs secondary prevention intervention). Results– From a pool of 6,085
young men invited to receive BMI, 727 (11.9%) showed up and 572 were included in the study (after
exclusions related to organizational aspects of the conscription process). Among non-heavy episodic
users, there was a protective effect of BMI on weekly alcohol use (p<0.05). Among heavy episodic
users, there were no significant effects of BMI. Conclusions– About 12% of young men were
interested in addressing their drinking within the BMI framework, suggesting that there is some need
for easily-accessible alcohol intervention. The present intervention did have a preventive effect among
low-risk young drinkers in helping them maintain their patterns of alcohol use. An explanation for the
lack of effectiveness among heavy episodic users might be that those individuals interested in BMI
had patterns of more severe alcohol use, thereby making change more difficult.

KEYWORDS
Brief motivational interventions; Alcohol; Heavy episodic use; Young men; Voluntary.
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INTRODUCTION

The alcohol use of adolescents and young adults is one of the world’s most important and costliest
health problems (Rehm et al., 2004). The detrimental effects of alcohol (particularly heavy episodic
use) among young people have been widely attributed in the literature to consequences such as
injuries, blackouts, unplanned sexual activity, involvement in violent acts, academic failure, and suicide
attempts (Hingson et al., 2005; Perkins, 2002; Windle, 2003). Alcohol use constitutes the greatest risk
factor for mortality and morbidity among adolescents and young adults in established market
economies (Rehm et al., 2006). The transition period from adolescence to adulthood could set the
stage for future problems with substance use (Gotham et al., 2003; Schulenberg and Maggs, 2002),
and offers an important vantage point for initiating vital preventive actions.

Brief motivational intervention (BMI) is an adaptation of Motivational Interviewing (MI) (Miller and
Rollnick, 2002) for single, short sessions of 20 to 60 minutes each (Rollnick et al., 1992). It aims to
introduce behavior change perspectives and discussions in a non-judgmental, empathic and
collaborative manner in order to elicit motivation to change alcohol use. Adolescents and young adults
might be particularly receptive to motivational methods and could be approached within a wide range
of settings (Barnett et al., 2001; Tevyaw and Monti, 2004). BMI has great potential among individuals
in this age group (Tevyaw & Monti, 2004) because the interviewing style avoids argumentation and
hostile confrontation. BMI respects the personality styles of participants and does not lecture them or
present ultimatums. This intervention style may foster an atmosphere of self-directed change that
teachers, parents or other authority figures have trouble adopting easily, and suggests that techniques
designed to increase "intrinsic" motivation might translate effectively into meaningful behavior change.
Although reviews of strategies targeting alcohol consumption within the general population show that
BMI is among the few effective preventive strategies and is highly cost-effective among individualcentered approaches (Babor et al., 2010), BMI research on young people has shown mixed, though
rather promising results (Grenard et al., 2006; Larimer et al., 2004; Tevyaw & Monti, 2004;
Toumbourou et al., 2007).

However, most of the research up to now has been conducted on selected groups of individuals,
particularly in the college milieu (where individuals are better educated than their counterparts in the
3
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general population) and clinical settings (where serious presenting conditions are more common). The
army provides another setting that may be useful for launching preventive efforts, especially in those
countries with mandatory conscription mechanisms. In Switzerland, virtually all non-institutionalized
men are called for conscription beginning at age 19; using this sample minimizes social status bias
and issues of differential access to intervention. This environment thus offers a unique opportunity to
reach a large portion of the population at an age where many individuals begin or continue to engage
in alcohol-related risky behaviors.

Most BMI studies have relied on universal screening within a selected population followed by a
random allocation of “at risk” subjects to a control or to an intervention group. A number of studies in
schools and colleges were even conducted on students who were mandated to BMI counseling
because of sanctions by school judicial offices for alcohol-related violations (see e.g. Larimer and
Cronce, 2007 for a review). These strategies (universal screening with at-risk subject selection and
mandated referral) are important to continue, but it also makes sense to assess BMI in the context of
voluntary subject pools. So far, this has seldom been done. Because of its non-pressured nature,
inviting younger individuals to a voluntary BMI might help them to enter into reflection and change
processes, rather than into traditional treatment and prevention approaches that might carry negative
stereotypes within this age group. Voluntary participation is also more akin to the MI spirit, in which it is
crucial for individuals to control their own decisions (Miller & Rollnick, 2002).

We found some studies investigating BMI using voluntary subjects (Bailey et al., 2004; Berghuis et al.,
2006; Brown et al., 2005; D'Amico and Edelen, 2007; Walker et al., 2006). They were conducted on
adolescents or young adults and addressed alcohol and/or cannabis use. Self-selection was a
consistently successful inclusion strategy, although these projects varied in methodological quality and
showed mixed results. Three of them reported positive effects from BMI, but they were not randomized
controlled trials: one compared volunteers to non-volunteers (Brown et al., 2005), one was a singlegroup, pre-post design (Berghuis et al., 2006); the third was a pilot test comparing participating versus
non-participating schools, and individual volunteers versus matched controls (D'Amico & Edelen,
2007). Another study was a randomized controlled trial and showed significant reduction of substance
use within both the intervention and control group, but no differences between the two groups (Walker
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et al., 2006). One other randomized controlled trial showed results in favor of BMI, but was a pilot
study on a small sample of 34 individuals (Bailey et al., 2004).

BMI typically is conducted on subjects screened for heavy drinking. Very few researchers tested BMI
as a primary prevention strategy among low-risk drinkers. One study of personalized mail feedback for
college drinking prevention did include low-risk drinkers, as well as abstainers, and found positive
effects (Larimer et al., 2007), indicating that brief interventions designed to help young individuals
keep their drinking at low-risk levels can be successful. In the present study, participation in BMI was
offered to all conscripts instead of selecting at-risk drinkers from screening questionnaires. This was
done to blind the army from potentially identifying at-risk drinkers involved in BMI and to shield them
from being penalized in the future, as well as to allow us to determine whether BMI reinforcement of
low-risk drinking helps maintain this level of consumption.

A large randomized controlled trial of BMI among voluntary young individuals could offer an important
piece of evidence for the effectiveness of this intervention within this age group. The aim of this study
was thus to evaluate the success of BMI (compared to no intervention) in decreasing alcohol use
among heavy episodic users and to maintain low-risk drinking among non-heavy episodic users in a
large representative sample of 19-year-old French-speaking Swiss men.

METHODS

The project protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee for Clinical Research of the Lausanne
University Medical School (Protocol No. 15/07), followed the CONSORT statement, and was
registered in the International Standard Randomized Controlled Trial Number Register,
ISRCTN78822107, http://www.controlled-trials.com/ISRCTN78822107.

Sample
Switzerland has a mandatory two-day army recruitment process for all males beginning at age 19, and
virtually all conscripts complete the physical, medical and cognitive assessments necessary to
determine eligibility for service in the Swiss military. Only men are recruited for conscription; women
5
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may enter the military on a voluntary basis, but were not included in the present study due to scarcity
and non-representativeness. At all research stages, participants were reminded that the research staff
had no link with the military and that all information they provided was totally confidential and had no
implications for army conscription procedures.

As previously stated in the introduction, participation in BMI was offered to all conscripts instead of
selecting at-risk drinkers randomly from screening questionnaires. The major reason for this was to
blind the army from potentially identifying at-risk drinkers involved in BMI and to shield them from
being penalized in the future. This strategy also allowed researchers to look at the development of
alcohol use among initially low-risk users and to determine whether BMI reinforcement of low-risk
drinking helps maintain this level of consumption.

Study procedures
We used a waiting list design for conscripts willing to receive BMI. Conscripts were made aware of all
study goals and procedures, such as signing informed consent, completing assessment
questionnaires, receiving alcohol BMI, etc., as described below. Those interested in receiving BMI
were then randomized into two groups, where individuals either were given BMI immediately or six
months later (after the follow-up questionnaire).

Between January 2007 and September 2008 there were 50 inclusion weeks, of which 28 were
consecutive and 22 were bi-monthly. During this period, 8,673 conscripts presented for recruitment
(see Figure 1), but 1,360 (15.7%) of them left the centre before meeting the researchers, and another
1,228 of them were not available to be invited for BMI participation because of various army logistics
and requirements. In practice, individuals entered the recruitment centre in groups of 30; every sixth
group had psychological tests after the scheduled time for our study. Army psychologists were
concerned that BMI might inadvertently influence the results of their testing; therefore, the conscripts
in every sixth group were not eligible for BMI (on a random basis) and were unlikely to create any
systematic bias.

>> Insert Figure 1 about here <<
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The research staff informed 6,085 conscripts about the goals and procedures of the study and invited
them to receive BMI. Of these, 727 (11.9%) were interested, but 62 could not be accommodated due
to lack of available space and time, 83 others had peremptory appointments for military assessment
and could not be seen, and 10 arrived too late to take part. The remaining 572 received written
information sheets and were asked to provide informed consent signatures. They filled out a selfassessment questionnaire (see Measures, below) while researchers provided assistance, if needed.
Conscripts met in groups of 30, therefore 30 playing cards were placed face down on a table (15
linked to BMI and 15 to control conditions) and subjects were instructed to choose one of them.
Individuals had no way of knowing ahead of time which condition their selection would place them in.
This process enabled the random assignment of all subjects into an intervention group receiving BMI
immediately (N=296) or into a control (waiting list) group receiving telephone counseling at the 6month follow-up (N=276).

To describe who volunteers for a BMI session, we compared the data of the 572 individuals included
in the intervention and control group to the 6341 who were not included but accepted to fill out a short
screening questionnaire as part of another study project in the same setting. Whereas volunteers and
non-volunteers were comparable as regard to their age, living environment (urban vs. rural area),
prevalence of daily tobacco use, and prevalence of weekly cannabis use, volunteers were less
educated (52.0% only completed 9-year obligatory school vs. 45.9% in non-volunteers, p=0.005) and
had heavier alcohol consumption patterns (mean drinks per week (standard deviation, SD): 10.2 (10.6)
vs. 9.0 (11.8), p<0.001; mean heavy drinking episodes (SD): 3.2 (3.4) vs. 3.1 (3.8), p=0.06) than their
counterparts.

Intervention
The BMI interventions were provided immediately to each designated individual by a trained counselor
in a secluded, confidential setting. The procedure was meant to reinforce motivation to change
behaviors related to alcohol use, to maintain changes already accomplished, and/or to reinforce lowrisk behaviors. The intervention was inspired by MI techniques (Miller & Rollnick, 2002) and further
development of MI adaptations for single, short sessions. Rollnick et al. (1992) developed a model of
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30 to 40 minute brief intervention with male heavy drinkers in a hospital setting. McCambridge and
Strang (2003) adapted this model for young people using various substances. The intervention
outlined in our study was a shorter version of the latter (mean length: 21.8 minutes; standard
deviation: 8.5) and involved exploring the use of alcohol and related hazardous behaviors and
focusing on one or more aspects of it. The primary aim of this BMI was to introduce behavior change
perspectives and discussions in a non-judgmental, empathic and collaborative manner. The
hypothesis was that an open discussion, with additional reinforcement by a trained counselor
centering around alcohol use and its repercussions on different life areas, would heighten awareness
of the importance to change this behavior now (or in the future) and hopefully lead to successful
behavior change.

Our BMI model was not a structured intervention with a set succession of phases, but rather a “menu”
of strategies in the form of topics or areas of conversation, that the counselor might address or not
according to individual drinking status and readiness to change (McCambridge and Strang, 2003). The
following strategies were included (see Table 1): a) Opening strategy: lifestyle and alcohol use, alcohol
use within a typical day/session; b) The good things and the less good things about drinking alcohol
(decisional balance); c) Evoking a hypothetical change; d) Exploring importance, ability, and
confidence to change; and e) Eliciting commitment to change, identification of an eventual change.

>> Insert Table 1 about here <<

Counselors were unaware of the drinking status of participants at the beginning of the intervention. For
low-risk users, the rationale of the intervention was to maintain low-risk drinking in a period of life
characterized by the initiation or reinforcement of heavy drinking patterns. If it appeared during the
Opening strategy that the young man was a low-risk user, the BMI strategies would be adapted to
focus on the following: b) The good things and the less good things related to past experiences with
alcohol use; c) Evoking the future; d) Exploring importance, ability, and confidence to maintain low-risk
drinking; and e) Eliciting commitment to maintain low-risk drinking. It should be noted that there were
not two different interventions (one for at-risk users and another for non-at-risk users), but a single
model that was tailored by the counselor to accommodate each individual’s continuum of drinking
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status. For example, a young man drinking a large (binge) quantity of alcohol once a year might
discuss reasons and motivations to decrease the quantity of alcohol consumed on these risky (though
infrequent) occasions, while another young man presenting similar patterns of use might also discuss
how and why to keep his (binge) occasions limited to being infrequent (e.g. once a year), but is not
especially concerned about the quantity consumed on these occasions. On the other hand, a young
man that already has cut down on his drinking but is still exceeding the recommended limits might
discuss how to maintain this current, less risky behavior, while someone else with similar alcohol use
might talk about quitting completely.

Counselors training
Counselors were four masters-level psychologists trained in MI, BMI, and applied research
procedures. Training was given by senior physicians and psychologists experienced in teaching MI
and BMI, and most of the trainers were part of the Motivational Interviewing Network of Trainers
(MINT). To guarantee high quality and consistency of BMI delivery throughout the whole project,
counselors received weekly individual supervision in which difficulties and challenges were discussed,
as well as monthly joint supervision with two senior psychologists. Audiotapes of the interventions
were reviewed and qualitative feedback was given on the quality of BMI practice (e.g. MI spirit,
reflective listening techniques, eliciting change talk, etc.).

Follow-up
Follow-up procedures took place 6 months after baseline and were conducted by telephone, using the
same measures as in the baseline assessment. Follow-up rates were 88.5% for the BMI group and
87.3% for the control group. The follow-up assessment was a computer-assisted telephone interview
(CATI). At the end of the CATI, a pop-up informed each interviewer whether BMI should be proposed
to the participant (in the waiting list control group). Therefore, all follow-up assessments were done by
staff blinded to the treatment status thus far. If indicated by the pop-up, the BMI was then conducted
on the same call, or scheduled for a more convenient time chosen by the participant.
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Measures
Main outcomes measures were defined as a) number of standard (about 10 grams of pure alcohol)
drinks per week; and b) number of heavy drinking episodes (6 drinks or more on one occasion) per
month. These outcomes were assessed both at baseline and at follow-up using the first three
questions of the Quick Drinking Screen (Sobell et al., 2003), framed as “typical” drinking rather than
“drinking over the last year” in order to avoid overlapping of 6-month follow-up measures with the preintervention period. Number of standard drinks per week was obtained by multiplying the first two
questions (drinking days per week x standard drinks per drinking days).

Other variables of interest were importance to change, readiness to change, and confidence to
change (on visual analog scales of 1 to 10), prevalence of daily tobacco use, and prevalence of
weekly cannabis use; all measured both at baseline and at follow-up.

Additionally, the following items were used to characterize the sample: age; education (coded as 9
years obligatory school only versus further education); professional status (coded as employed, in
training, or inactive (social welfare or sabbatical); living environment (urban versus rural area);
prevalence of alcohol problems in the family (coded as 0 versus 1 or more relatives); the Alcohol Use
Disorder Identification Test (AUDIT), with cut-offs of 8 for hazardous use (Babor et al., 2001) and 12
for probable dependence (Gache et al., 2005), as well as the number of alcohol-related consequences
[12 items linked to alcohol similar to those of Wechsler et al. (1994) that assess the occurrence of
various consequences in the past 12 months (e.g. argue with friends, miss a class or work, engage in
unplanned sexual activity, or get into trouble with police); the number of events endorsed was
summed, yielding scores between 0 and 12].

Statistical analyses
All analyses were conducted separately for heavy and non-heavy episodic users, since the
hypotheses tested in the trial were different between these groups (i.e. the ability of BMI to decrease
alcohol use among heavy episodic users and to maintain low-risk drinking among non-heavy episodic
users). Individuals were classified into these categories since heavy episodic use typically
characterizes heavy drinking in young men. This split was done a posteriori (baseline questionnaire
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data), defining heavy episodic users as having one or more episodes per month of six or more drinks
on a single occasion, and non-heavy episodic users as having these episodes less than once a
month, or never.

The BMI and the control group were compared at baseline using non-parametric procedures (Pearson
Chi Square test for categorical variables and Mann-Whitney U test for continuous variables) since the
variables were not normally distributed. Changes in the groups from baseline to 6-months follow-up
were compared using the Mann-Whitney U test for continuous variables and the two-sample McNemar
test of change (Levin and Serlin, 2000) for categorical variables. BMI effectiveness was addressed by
fitting negative binomial regression models for the two main outcomes, using each follow-up measure
as the dependent variable and adjusting for the baseline measure and any variables for which we
found significant differences between groups at baseline. Negative binomial regression models were
selected because they performed better than other models on our counts according to the countfit
procedure in Stata 10 (StataCorp, 2007). All regressions were repeated in sensitivity analyses by
replacing missing values from cases lost to follow-up with their baseline values in order to account for
attrition.

RESULTS
Heavy episodic users subsample
At baseline, heavy episodic users (Table 2, first 3 columns) consumed an average of about 12 drinks
per week, had about 4 heavy episodes per month, encountered between 3 to 4 alcohol-related
consequences during the last year, and had high prevalence of daily smoking (about 40%) and weekly
cannabis use (about 20%). AUDIT scores using cut-offs of 12 points indicated that about half of all the
heavy episodic users had severe alcohol use patterns with probable dependence. There were no
significant differences between BMI and the control group on alcohol-related measures, tobacco or
cannabis use, or most of the socio-demographic variables. Several exceptions were that the BMI
group was significantly more educated (p<0.05), and marginally (p=0.10) less employed and more
often residents of urban areas than were those in the control group. These three variables were
accounted for in regression models adjusting for potential confounding effects.
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>> Insert Table 2 about here <<

From baseline to the 6-month follow-up, there were no significant differences between the two groups
on any variables (Table 2, last 3 columns).

Negative binomial regression models adjusting for baseline alcohol consumption and potential group
differences in socio-demographic variables confirmed that there was no significant effect of BMI in this
sub-sample of heavy episodic users (Table 3). Data are not presented, but replication of regression
analyses by replacing missing values from cases lost to follow-up with their baseline values in order to
account for attrition showed similar (non-significant) results.

>> Insert Table 3 about here <<

Non-heavy episodic users subsample
At baseline, non-heavy episodic users (Table 4, first 3 columns) consumed an average of about two
and a half drinks per week, had about one alcohol-related consequence during the last year, and had
low prevalence of daily smoking (about 21.4%) and weekly cannabis use (about 9%). There were no
significant differences between the BMI and the control group. The number of individuals with AUDIT
scores high enough to indicate hazardous drinking or probable dependence was small. Members of
the control group were marginally (p=0.08) more often employed and less in training or inactive, and
showed less readiness to change (p=0.06) than did their counterparts in BMI. These two variables
were adjusted for in the regressions.

>> Insert Table 4 about here <<

From baseline to the 6-month follow-up, there was a significant difference (p=0.04) in weekly alcohol
consumption. On average, the BMI group drank only 0.4 drinks more, while the control group drank
1.7 drinks more (Table 4, last 3 columns).
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Negative binomial regression models (Table 5) provided evidence of a significant (p < 0.05) protective
effect of BMI on increases in drinks per week within the initially low-risk group of non-heavy episodic
users. The incidence rate ratio (IRR=0.67) can be interpreted to mean that there was 33% less
drinking in the BMI group at follow-up. However, there was no effect of BMI on the number of heavy
episodes per month. The data are not presented, but replication of the regressions by replacing
missing values from cases lost to follow-up with their baseline values showed an identical IRR (0.67,
95% CI=0.46-0.98, p<0.05) for weekly alcohol consumption, while the heavy episodes per month
outcome remained non-significant.

>> Insert Table 5 about here <<

DISCUSSION

The present study is of interest because it evaluated the efficacy of BMI among young individuals who
showed interest in voluntarily participating in an intervention. We believe that inviting young individuals
to a voluntary BMI is more akin to the MI spirit, in which it is crucial for individuals to control their own
decisions, and might help them enter into reflection and change processes, rather than into traditional
treatment and prevention approaches that might carry negative stereotypes within this age group.
Findings indicate that the intervention was effective for individuals with low-risk alcohol use patterns
(non-heavy episodic users), but not for those with high-risk alcohol use patterns (heavy episodic
users).

Although research on BMI for young people has shown promising results in some evaluations of its
efficacy (Grenard et al., 2006; Larimer et al., 2004; Tevyaw & Monti, 2004; Toumbourou et al., 2007),
few studies have concentrated primarily on voluntary adolescents or young adults. For example, in the
five reports previously identified (Bailey et al., 2004; Berghuis et al., 2006; Brown et al., 2005; D'Amico
& Edelen, 2007; Walker et al., 2006) that incorporated volunteer samples, a number of methodological
concerns preclude drawing any clear conclusions. Three of these studies were not randomized
controlled trials (Berghuis et al., 2006; Brown et al., 2005; D'Amico & Edelen, 2007) and one was a
pilot randomized controlled trial on a small sample of 34 individuals (Bailey et al., 2004).
13
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An explanation for non-significant findings among heavy episodic users in the present research may
be that self-selection of the voluntary process resulted in a unique sample of heavy alcohol
consumers. Comparing the data of the 572 individuals who voluntarily showed up for a BMI and were
included in the present study to the 6341 who were not included but accepted to fill out a short
screening questionnaire as part of another study project in the same setting and time frame showed
that those who voluntarily showed up had heavier drinking patterns (more drinks per week, more
heavy drinking episodes) whereas they did not use more tobacco or cannabis than their counterparts.
Furthermore, about half of this group had AUDIT scores above 12 points, indicating severe alcohol
use patterns with probable dependence (Gache et al., 2005). It has been argued (Moyer et al., 2002)
that BMI is less effective on heavy drinkers, with or without dependence, who may need treatment that
is more intensive. In the same way, Saitz and colleagues (2009) found that BMI was not significantly
associated with fewer drinks per day among subjects with alcohol dependence, whereas it was among
those with nondependent, unhealthy alcohol use. In most of the screening and brief intervention
studies, individuals with severe alcohol use were excluded, thus there is no clear evidence of the
success or failure of this type of brief intervention on his sub-sample of drinkers (Saitz, 2010). We did
not use a screening tool in this research and a positive feature of our study is that there appears to be
a number of young men who are seeking some type of help for their drinking problem(s). Therefore,
interventions that are more intensive could be developed in order to produce effects that are more
potent. Our design consisted of a short intervention lasting about 20 minutes and had no booster
component built in. Expanding the scope of the sessions and following through with some type of
“refresher” course (such as a booster) might increase intervention effectiveness and seems worthy of
further exploration. Additionally, the BMI setting itself may provide a timely opportunity to provide
helpful feedback, including recommendations or referral to further treatment.

An unexpected finding herein was that BMI might be instrumental in helping young men with low-risk
alcohol use, especially those who are interested in discussing their alcohol issues and desire to
maintain their current level of consumption. Our study highlights a type of BMI intervention that
potentially has promising uses in primary prevention efforts. To our knowledge, this aspect of face-toface interviewing and intervention has not been well documented. One recent study did evaluate the
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efficacy of a mailed feedback intervention for college student drinking prevention (Larimer et al., 2007).
It showed that this format did have some preventive influence, both on overall drinking rates and on
abstainers in the feedback condition, who were twice as likely to remain abstinent at follow-up than
were the controls. This suggests that motivational interventions designed to help young individuals
keeping their drinking at low-risk levels can be successful, but does need further empirical validation.

An important strength of our study lies in its capability to offer feasible interventions to a large number
of individuals. Since virtually all males at age 19 have to undergo the conscription procedures in
Switzerland, the sample well represents the general population of young men in this country. However,
the research environment that exists at the army conscription centre also presents some challenges
and disadvantages. Military service is not mandatory for females, thus those who choose to enrol are
highly selective and were not eligible to be included in our research. Because of the busyness and
high activity level present within the centre, this may not be the best place to discover and recruit
young men who are highly motivated to actively seek alcohol or drug interventions. There are other
obstacles as well. Access to confidential spaces and time slots for our research was often difficult to
obtain, and many conscripts who did seek intervention could not be accommodated. Still, this study
demonstrates that offering help or brief intervention for this population was a generally well-received
idea, and points to the need for somehow making these offers more widely available.
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203 (92.7)

Evoking a hypothetical change / Evoking the future

Exploring importance, ability, and confidence to change / to maintain lowrisk drinking

Eliciting commitment to change, identification of an eventual change /
Eliciting commitment to maintain low-risk drinking

c)

d)

e)
78 (35.6)

52 (23.8)

217 (99.1)

b2) The less good things about drinking alcohol / past alcohol experiences

219 (100)
209 (95.4)

Opening strategy: lifestyle and alcohol use, alcohol use within a typical
day/session

Used
N (%)

b1) The good things about drinking alcohol / past alcohol experiences

a)

Strategies:

141 (64.4)

167 (76.2)

16 (7.3)

2 (0.9)

10 (4.6)

0 (0)

Not used
N (%)

BMI involving heavy
episodic users

14 (18.2)

12 (15.6)

64 (83.2)

75 (97.4)

61 (79.2)

77 (100)

Used
N (%)

63 (81.8)

65 (84.4)

13 (16.8)

2 (2.6)

16 (20.8)

0 (0)

Not used
N (%)

BMI involving non-heavy
episodic users

Table 1. Use of the different BMI strategies within BMI involving heavy episodic users (N=219 BMI) and non-heavy episodic users (N=77 BMI)
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168 (74.0)
95 (41.9)
45 (19.8)

174 (79.5)
95 (43.4)
42 (19.3)
2.8 (2.0)
4.0 (3.0)
7.8 (2.6)
97 (44.3)
44 (20.1)

Importance to change (VAS 1-10), mean (SD)

Readiness to change (VAS 1-10), mean (SD)

Confidence to change (VAS 1-10), mean (SD)

Daily tobacco use, n (%)

Cannabis use once a week or more, n (%)

0.67 (c)

0.54 (c)

0.63 (u)

0.50 (u)

0.49 (u)

0.88 (c)

0.74 (c)

0.17 (c)

0.38 (u)

0.12 (u)

0.34 (u)

0.10 (c)

0.10 (c)

0.04 (c)

0.64 (u)

p value

0 (0.0)

-1 (-0.5)

0.5 (2.8)

0.1 (4.0)

-0.4 (2.0)

.

.

.

.

-0.7 (3.2)

-0.4 (13.1)

.
.
.
.

.

.

BMI group
N=192

0 (0.0)

3 (1.5)

0.4 (3.3)

-0.2 (4.2)

-0.6 (2.1)

.

.

.

.

-0.8 (3.8)

0.7 (19.1)

.
.
.
.

.

.

Control group
N=198

20

1.00 (m)

0.51 (m)

0.55 (u)

0.78 (u)

0.80 (u)

.

.

.

.

0.61 (u)

0.90 (u)

.

.

.

.

p value

Baseline to 6-month difference

Notes:
BMI: Brief motivational intervention; SD: standard deviation; AUDIT: alcohol use disorder identification test; VAS: visual analog scale; (u): Mann-Whitney U
test; (c): Pearson Chi Square test; (m): two-sample McNemar test of change; NA: not applicable.

42 (18.5)

94 (41.4)

7.6 (3.0)

3.9 (3.2)

2.9 (2.2)

3.4 (2.3)

3.8 (3.2)

11.7 (9.9)

AUDIT score greater or equal to 8 (hazardous drinking), n (%)
AUDIT score greater or equal to 12 (probability of dependence), n
(%)
Any family member with alcohol problems, n (%)

Drinks per week, mean (SD)

48 (21.3)
174 (77.3)
3 (1.3)
99 (43.8)

3.5 (2.1)

13.2 (12.0)

- Employed, n (%)
- In training, n (%)
- Inactive, n (%)
Living environment: Urban area, n (%)

Alcohol-related consequences (12 possible), mean (SD)

39 (17.8)
170 (77.6)
10 (4.6)
112 (51.6)

Professional status

129 (57.1)

4.3 (3.5)

104 (47.5)

Education: obligatory school only (vs. further), n (%)

19.9 (1.0)

Control group
N=227

Heavy episodes (6 drinks or more) per month, mean (SD)

19.9 (1.0)

Age, mean (SD)

BMI group
N=219

Baseline

Table 2. Baseline characteristics and baseline to 6-month follow-up differences between BMI and the control group among heavy episodic users
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Table 3. Regression models testing BMI effectiveness on three main outcomes among heavy episodic
users
Outcome

IRR

SE

z

P value

95% CI

Drinks per week

1.01

0.08

0.13

0.90

0.87 - 1.18

1.06

0.10

0.68

0.50

0.89 - 1.27

Heavy episodes (6 drinks or more) per
month

Notes:
Negative binomial regressions with follow-up measure as dependent variable, condition as
independent variable (control group as reference) and adjusted for the measure at baseline,
education, professional status, and living environment. IRR: incidence risk ratio; SE: standard error;
CI: confidence interval. N=390.
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0.0 (0.0)
1.2 (1.4)
6 (7.8)

Drinks per week, mean (SD)

Heavy episodes (6 drinks or more) per month, mean (SD)

Alcohol-related consequences (12 possible), mean (SD)

4.0 (3.8)
8.3 (3.2)
14 (18.2)

Readiness to change (VAS 1-10), mean (SD)

Confidence to change (VAS 1-10), mean (SD)

Daily tobacco use, n (%)

4 (8.2)

13 (26.5)

8.2 (2.9)

2.8 (3.0)

1.6 (1.5)

6 (12.2)

0 (0.0)

1.4 (1.7)
5 (10.2)

0.0 (0.0)

2.4 (2.2)

12 (24.5)
35 (71.4)
2 (4.1)
24 (49.0)

25 (51.0)

20.1 (1.3)

0.86 (c)

0.27 (c)

0.72 (u)

0.06 (u)

0.79 (u)

0.93 (c)

0.11 (c)

0.44 (u)
0.64 (c)

NA

0.38 (u)

0.70 (c)

0.08 (c)

0.97 (c)

0.69 (u)

p value

0 (0.0)

3 (4.3)

0.2 (3.4)

0.0 (5.1)

-0.4 (2.0)

.

.

.
.

0.5 (1.4)

0.4 (3.7)

.
.
.
.

.

.

0 (0.0)

4 (9.3)

0.0 (3.2)

-0.5 (3.8)

-0.3 (1.7)

.

.

.
.

0.4 (1.4)

1.7 (4.2)

.
.
.
.

.

.

BMI group Control group
N=70
N=43

1.00 (m)

NA

0.91 (u)

0.91 (u)

0.87 (u)

.

.

.
.

0.46 (u)

0.04 (u)

.

.

.

.

p value

Baseline to 6-month difference
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Notes:
BMI: Brief motivational intervention; SD: standard deviation; AUDIT: alcohol use disorder identification test; VAS: visual analog scale; (u): Mann-Whitney U
test; (c): Pearson Chi Square test; (m): two-sample McNemar test of change; NA: not applicable.
a
The AUDIT is framed over the 12 last months, whereas heavy episodic alcohol use was assessed as ‘typical’ current use. The 11 young men having AUDIT
scores greater or equal to 8 and the 4 having scores greater or equal to 12 had points on AUDIT item 2 (number of drinks per drinking day) and items 4 to 12
(alcohol-related consequences). These young men either had consequences during the 12 last months but were not currently drinking heavily anymore, or
drank heavily and with consequences but infrequently (less than monthly).

7 (9.1)

2.2 (2.7)

Importance to change (VAS 1-10), mean (SD)

Cannabis use once a week or more, n (%)

9 (11.7)

Any family member with alcohol problems, n (%)

AUDIT score greater or equal to 12 (probability of dependence), n (%)

4 (5.2)

2.4 (2.9)

- Employed, n (%)
- In training, n (%)
- Inactive, n (%)
Living environment: Urban area, n (%)

a

12 (15.6)
65 (84.4)
0 (0.0)
35 (45.5)

Professional status

AUDIT score greater or equal to 8 (hazardous drinking), n (%)

39 (50.6)

Education: obligatory school only (vs further), n (%)

a

20.1 (1.1)

Age, mean (SD)

BMI group Control group
N=77
N=49

Baseline

Table 4. Baseline characteristics and baseline to 6-month follow-up differences between BMI and the control group among non-heavy episodic users
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Table 5. Regression models testing BMI effectiveness on three main outcomes among non-heavy
episodic users
Outcome

IRR

SE

z

P value

95% CI

Drinks per week

0.67

0.14

-1.97

0.049

0.45 - 1.00

1.15

0.67

0.25

0.81

0.37 - 3.59

Heavy episodes (6 drinks or more) per
month

Notes:
Negative binomial regressions with measure at follow-up as dependent variable, condition as
independent variable (control group as reference) and adjusted for the measure at baseline,
professional status, and readiness to change scale. IRR: incidence risk ratio; SE: standard error; CI:
confidence interval. N=113.
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Figure 1. Trial flow chart

Notes:
BMI: brief motivational intervention.
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Abstract
The process of eliciting client language toward change (change talk [CT]) is implicated as a causal mechanism in motivational
interviewing (MI) and brief motivational interventions (BMI). We investigated the articulation of counselor behaviors and CT during BMI
with young men. We coded 149 sessions using the Motivational Interviewing Skill Code and summarized these codes into three counselor
categories (MI-consistent [MICO], MI-inconsistent [MIIN], other) and three client categories (CT, counter CT [CCT], follow/neutral [F/N]).
We then computed immediate transition frequencies and odds ratios using sequential analysis software. CT was significantly more likely
following MICO behaviors, whereas MIIN behaviors only led to CCT and F/N. This strongly supports the use of MI skills to elicit CT during
BMI with young men, whose speech also predicted counselor behaviors (particularly CT to MICO and CCT to MIIN). Additional analyses
showed that among MICO behaviors, reflective listening may be a particularly powerful technique to elicit CT. © 2010 Elsevier Inc. All
rights reserved.
Keywords: Brief motivational interventions; Motivational Interviewing; Change talk; Transition analysis; Young men

1. Introduction
Brief motivational intervention (BMI) is adapted from
motivational interviewing (MI; Miller & Rollnick, 2002) and
consists of single, 20- to 60-minute sessions. Adolescents and
young adults are particularly receptive to motivational methods
and can be approached within a wide range of settings (Barnett,
Monti, & Wood, 2001; Tevyaw & Monti, 2004). A promising
time to address young adult substance use is during army
conscription procedures in countries where it is mandatory,
such as in Switzerland. Here, virtually all noninstitutionalized
men are called for conscription at age 19; assessing this sample
could minimize social status bias, sample selectivity, and issues
of differential access to intervention.
BMI has great potential among adolescents and young
adults because of accepting them as individuals, focusing on
⁎ Corresponding author. Alcohol Treatment Centre, Mont Paisible 16,
1011 Lausanne, Switzerland. Tel.: +41 21 314 01 39; fax: +41 21 314 05 62.
E-mail address: jacques.gaume@chuv.ch (J. Gaume).
0740-5472/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.jsat.2010.06.010

avoiding argumentation and hostile confrontation without
giving lectures or ultimatums (Tevyaw & Monti, 2004). This
intervention style fosters an atmosphere of self-directed
change that teachers, parents, and other authority figures have
difficulty developing easily. This suggests that the techniques
designed to increase intrinsic motivation might translate
effectively into meaningful behavior change. Research on
BMI for young people has shown some promising results
(Tevyaw & Monti, 2004; Grenard, Ames, Pentz, & Sussman,
2006; Toumbourou et al., 2007). However, little is known
about how it works and which elements of the counselor and
youth communication behaviors during the intervention are
most effective in triggering behavior changes.
The process of eliciting and shaping client language in
favor of change (change talk [CT]) during sessions has been
implicated as a causal mechanism in MI (Miller & Rollnick,
2002), and a hypothetical causal chain between therapist MI
behaviors, subsequent client CT, and actual behavior change
has been postulated (Miller & Rose, 2009; Moyers & Martin,
2006). Some empirical explorations in this domain tend to
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support the assumption of a causal mechanism, both in MI
and in BMI. In an early study, Miller, Benefield, and
Tonigan (1993) did not observe a beneficial causal path of
MI-consistent (MICO) behaviors for change but did see a
detrimental path of MI-inconsistent (MIIN) behaviors, that
is, a directive–confrontational counseling style created high
resistance in clients, which in turn predicted less reduction in
drinking 1 year later. More recently, Moyers et al. (2007)
observed a more complete chain in two studies. The first
showed that CT was more likely after counselor behaviors
consistent with MI (MICO), and counter CT (CCT) was
more likely after behaviors inconsistent with MI (MIIN);
the second demonstrated that CT was found to be a
powerful predictor of reduced substance abuse (Moyers
et al., 2007). More recently, these authors showed that MICO
behaviors predicted client CT and that CT had a direct link to
drinking outcomes and was a mediator between therapist
behavior and client drinking outcomes (Moyers, Martin,
Houck, Christopher, & Tonigan, 2009).
Other studies investigated each part of the causal chain
separately and were consistent with these hypotheses: (a) CT
is more likely after MICO behaviors (Catley et al., 2006;
Moyers & Martin, 2006; Gaume, Gmel, Faouzi, & Daeppen,
2008), and (b) CT predicts better outcomes (Amrhein,
Miller, Yahne, Palmer, & Fulcher, 2003; Baer et al., 2008;
Gaume, Gmel, & Daeppen, 2008; Hodgins, Ching, &
McEwen, 2009; Strang & McCambridge, 2004). In the
first literature review on mechanisms of change during MI to
date, Apodaca and Longabaugh (2009) concluded that
despite the small number of published studies and the
presence of mixed effect sizes, there was evidence that
clients receiving MI were more likely to engage in CT that
was predictive of better outcomes. However, none of these
studies looked at the link between counselor MI skills and
subsequent reactions in adolescents or young adults. Baer et
al. (2008) did address CT during BMI with homeless
adolescents and actual change. They reported that specific
aspects of adolescent speech predicted both negative change
(i.e., desire or ability away from change) and positive change
(i.e., reasons to change) in substance use.
Among the few studies addressing the in-session link
between counselor and client behaviors, major portions of the
analyses were undertaken to summarize counselor behaviors
into MICO or MIIN behaviors (Gaume, Gmel, Faouzi, et al.,
2008; Moyers & Martin, 2006; Moyers et al., 2007). To our
knowledge, only two studies went further and investigated
which of the counselor behaviors more strongly influenced
in-session client behaviors (Catley et al., 2006; Moyers et al.,
2009). Interestingly, both studies found that reflections were
strongly related to CT. Catley et al. (2006) found that CT was
negatively related to giving advice without permission and
(surprisingly) positively related to raising concern without
permission (MIIN behaviors). In 2009, Moyers et al. found
that CT was more likely than expected by chance following
questions about both positive and negative aspects of the
target behavior and less likely than expected by chance
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following MIIN behaviors, reflections of CCT, and “other”
therapist behaviors. Thus, more evidence is needed to
identify which behaviors among the MICO, MIIN, and
other counselor behaviors are more likely or are less likely to
lead to CT.
Although there is some evidence that counselors might
influence interviewee speech during sessions, less is known
about counselor reactions to interviewee behaviors. Francis
et al. (2005) showed that higher patient resistance probably
leads to an increase in confrontation and other negative
behaviors among health professionals attempting to promote
behavior change. In a previous study (Gaume, Gmel, &
Daeppen, 2008; Gaume, Gmel, Faouzi, et al., 2008), we
showed that MICO behaviors were more likely after change
exploration by the patient, whereas neither MICO nor MIIN,
but other counselor behaviors were more likely only after
patient utterances not linked with the alcohol topic during
BMI alcohol interventions. To our knowledge, no other
study has addressed how interviewee speech (particularly CT
and CCT) may influence counselor behaviors in a feedback
loop. This is an important point. For example, if client CCT
leads to counselor MIIN behaviors, which in turn reinforce
client CCT, this would advocate for more intensive training
of counselors so that they might consistently employ MICO
(and avoid MIIN) techniques.
It is therefore of interest to describe counselor and
interviewee behaviors and their articulation during BMI. A
deeper understanding of this process will help efforts to
develop interventions that are more effective on young
adults. The primary aim of this study was to address BMI
processes by analyzing the articulation of young adult and
counselor communication interactions during in a large
representative nonclinical setting.
2. Methods
The BMI sessions in this study were from two alcohol
BMI randomized controlled trials conducted at the Swiss
army recruitment center of Lausanne. The project protocol
was approved by the Ethics Committee for Clinical Research
of the Lausanne University Medical School (Protocol No.
15/07) and was registered in the International Standard
Randomized Controlled Trial Number Register (http://www.
controlled-trials.com/ISRCTN78822107).
2.1. Sample and research procedures
Switzerland has a mandatory 2-day army recruitment
process for all males at age 19, and virtually all conscripts
complete the physical, medical, and cognitive assessments to
determine eligibility for service in the Swiss military. Only
men are recruited for conscription; women are allowed to
join the military service on a voluntary basis but were not
included here because of their scarcity and resulting
nonrepresentativeness. At all research stages, participants
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were reminded that the research staff had no connection with
the army and that all information was confidential and had no
implications or influence on the recruitment procedures.
Data were from two randomized controlled trials
conducted in the Lausanne recruitment center. In the first
trial, inclusion relied on inviting unscreened conscripts to
benefit from a psychologist-led BMI session focusing on
alcohol use. Those who accepted were asked to provide
written informed consent, filled out an assessment questionnaire, and were then randomized either to an intervention
group (BMI immediately after) or to a control group on a
waiting list (BMI after 6-month follow-up). Five hundred
seventy-two young men were included; 296 were in the
intervention group and received BMI at baseline (see Fig. 1).
In the second trial, inclusion relied on an a priori
randomization of conscripts between intervention and
control groups. Randomized conscripts were asked to
provide informed consent, then filled out an assessment
questionnaire and received BMI (intervention group), or
filled out the questionnaire only. Four hundred eighteen
young men were included, of whom 199 were in the
intervention group and received BMI. The sessions were all
tape-recorded, following participant consent.
In both studies, we offered the participation in BMI to all
eligible conscripts and did not select at-risk drinkers based
on their screening questionnaires, as in most BMI studies.
We did this in order (a) to blind the army personnel from
potentially identifying at-risk drinkers receiving BMI and
penalizing them in the future and (b) to see whether BMItype reinforcement of low-risk consumption maintains this
level (i.e., primary prevention effect). For the present
analysis, however, we used only the recordings from at-risk

drinkers due to conceptual concerns when using the CT
dimensions of the coding instrument (i.e., low risk drinkers
would not have to change but only maintain their alcohol
use). Baseline at-risk drinking was defined as more than 21
standard drinks per week or more than 1 instance per month
of having more than 5 drinks per occasion. (Each standard
drink consisted of 10 g of pure alcohol.)
Among the 264 BMI sessions with at-risk drinkers in both
study designs, 149 were recorded successfully and coded
(Fig. 1). The 115 remaining sessions were not recorded due
to the following reasons: no recorder available (n = 43),
refusal to be tape-recorded (n = 41), technical problems (n =
23), incomplete records (n = 7), and BMI mainly focused on
other substance use (n = 1). Comparing interviewees with
BMI recordings to those without showed no significant
differences on sociodemographics, alcohol use, and readiness to change (Table 1).
2.2. Intervention
The proposed BMI intended to reinforce motivation,
either to change alcohol use and/or alcohol-related behaviors
or to sustain changes already accomplished. This approach is
described elsewhere in detail (Seneviratne, Fortini, Gaume,
& Daeppen, 2007). Briefly, the intervention was inspired by
MI techniques and spirit (Miller & Rollnick, 1991, 2002) and
underwent further development and adaptations to use in
single, short sessions. McCambridge and Strang (2003)
adapted this model for young people using various
substances. The intervention in our study was modeled
after them but was given in a 20- to 30-minute short version.
It involved exploring the use of alcohol and related

Fig. 1. Coded BMI sessions flowchart. RCT = randomized controlled trial. At-risk alcohol use defined as more than 21 standard drinks (210 g of pure alcohol) per
week or more than one episode with 6 standard drinks or more per month.
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Table 1
Comparison of baseline sociodemographic and alcohol use data among at-risk young men whose interventions were coded or noncoded
Characteristics

Coded (n = 149)

Noncoded (n = 115)

p

Age, M (SD)
Education: obligatory school level only, n (%)
Professional status, n (%)
Employed
In training
Inactive
Living environment: urban area, n (%)
Standard drinks a per week, M (SD)
RSOD per month, M (SD)
Alcohol-related consequences experienced during last year (12 possible), M (SD)
AUDIT score ≥8, n (%)
Importance to change (VAS 1–10), M (SD)
Readiness to change (VAS 1–10), M (SD)
Confidence to change (VAS 1–10), M (SD)

20.0 (0.9)
67 (45.0)

19.9 (1.0)
52 (45.2)

.41 (u)
.97 (c)

27 (18.1)
118 (79.2)
4 (2.7)
70 (47.3)
15.8 (13.7)
5.0 (3.3)
3.7 (2.1)
129 (86.6)
2.8 (1.9)
3.8 (2.9)
7.2 (2.8)

20 (17.4)
91 (79.1)
4 (3.5)
62 (53.9)
13.7 (9.9)
5.2 (3.9)
3.6 (2.2)
99 (86.1)
3.1 (2.1)
3.9 (2.8)
7.5 (2.6)

.93 (c)

.29 (c)
.47 (u)
.84 (u)
.86 (u)
.91 (c)
.21 (u)
.74 (u)
.76 (u)

Note. RSOD = risky single occasion drinking (more than five drinks in 1 occasion); AUDIT = Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test; VAS = visual analog
scale; (u) = Mann–Whitney U test; (c) = Pearson's chi-square test.
a
One standard drink = 10 g of pure alcohol (e.g., a 100-ml glass of wine, a 250-ml glass of beer, a 25-ml glass of spirits straight or mixed with soft drinks).

hazardous behaviors before focusing on one or more of their
aspects. The first aim of this BMI was to introduce a
behavior change perspective and talk about it in a
nonjudgmental, empathic, and collaborative manner. The
hypothesis was that an open discussion with additional
reinforcement by a trained counselor about alcohol use and
its repercussions on different life areas could heighten the
conscript's awareness of the importance to modify this
behavior, now or in the future, and lead to successful
behavior change.
2.3. Counselors training
Counselors were four master's-level psychologists. Two
were involved in both studies, whereas two were in the first
(invited young men design) only. All four counselors
received the same training in MI and BMI by a senior
physician and psychologists experienced in teaching MI and
BMI. To guarantee uniformity and good quality of BMI
delivery, counselors received weekly individual supervision
in which they discussed difficulties and challenges, as well
as monthly joint supervision with two senior psychologists
throughout the whole project.
Although all counselors had similar backgrounds and
received the same training and supervision, preliminary
analyses of the present data (not reported herein) showed
substantial differences for in-session performance. This lack
of uniformity may constitute a potential limitation of the
counseling process in general (Gaume, Gmel, Faouzi, &
Daeppen, 2009; Project MATCH Research Group, 1998;
Najavits & Weiss, 1994; Luborsky et al., 1986; Luborsky,
McLellan, Diguer, Woody, & Seligman, 1997) but might not
be the case when evaluating counselor behaviors at the
utterance level. It is important to note that this study focused
on the effect of different, separate behaviors rather than on
the overall effect of counselor skills.

2.4. Coding process
Communication behaviors were coded using the MI Skill
Code (MISC), version 2.1 (Miller, Moyers, Ernst, &
Amrhein, 2008). Details for this process are described in
the coding manual (Miller et al., 2008). Briefly, the MISC is
composed of global ratings (not used in the present analyses)
and behavior counts. Tape recordings were exported to
Dartfish Team Pro 4.0 video analysis software (Dartfish,
2006), where content could be parsed and categorized.
Recorded utterances were parsed by one coder and
categorized by another. Coders went completely through
each session but were allowed to stop and replay utterances
for clarification.
MISC codes are composed of 19 counselor and
8 interviewee codes. The counselor behaviors are advise
with permission, advise without permission, affirm, confront, direct, emphasize control, facilitate, filler (i.e.,
salutations, pleasantries, and so on), giving information,
closed question, open question, raise concern with permission, raise concern without permission, simple reflections,
complex reflections, reframe, structure, support, and warn.
Interviewee (CT) behaviors are ability or inability to change,
commitment to change or not to change, desire to change or
not to change, need to change or lack of need for change (or a
need not to change), reasons to change or reasons not to
change, and taking steps toward or away from change. An
“other” category allowed coders to capture language that
clearly reflects interviewee movement toward or away from
change but does not necessarily fit easily into any CT
category (e.g., problem recognition or minimization, and
hypothetical language). Each interviewee CT and other
utterance is also assigned a strength value ranging from +3
(strong inclination toward change) to –3 (strong inclination
away from change). Finally, the so-called follow/neutral
(F/N) category allowed coders to characterize interviewee
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Table 2
Cross-tabulation of MISC codes summarized into six categories in a random subsample of 31 sessions independently double-coded
Coder 2
Counselor

Coder 1

Counselor

Interviewee

MICO
MIIN
Other
CT
CCT
F/N
Total

Interviewee

Total

MICO

MIIN

Other

CT

CCT

F/N

1,845
4
133
0
1
4
1,987

0
5
0
0
0
0
5

105
1
278
0
1
2
387

1
0
1
924
76
153
1,155

0
0
0
132
759
137
1,028

1
0
1
172
153
730
1,057

1,952
10
413
1,228
990
1,026
5,619

Note. Other = other counselor skills.

utterances with no inclination or link with the target behavior
change and interviewee questions.
2.5. Coders training
Four master's-level students were trained in using the
MISC, then they independently parsed and coded interventions while blinded to assessment and follow-up data. One
additional person did only parsing. Training consisted of (a) a
short presentation on MI; (b) presentation of the coding
instrument; (c) detailed reading of the coding manual; (d)
independent, then group coding of training MI sessions
precoded by the trainers; (e) quizzes; and (f) independent,
then group coding of BMI from another study. Throughout
this training, an incremental learning approach was used,
starting with simple codes and building up to more complex
ones. Each coder received about 60 total hours of training.
Discrepancies and challenges were addressed weekly in joint
trainer–coder meetings, which lasted throughout the entire
coding period.
2.6. Transition analysis
Processing of session data resulted in strings of
consecutive codes for each intervention, which were then
entered into the sequential analysis software, GSEQ for
Windows 4.5 (Bakeman & Quera, 2000). Transition
probabilities were calculated based on all “same-type
transitions,” that is, within four subtables (counselor to
interviewee transitions, interviewee to interviewee transitions, interviewee to counselor transitions, and counselor to
counselor transitions). For example, the MICO-to-CT
transitions were evaluated only among all “counselor to
interviewee transitions” but not with respect to all other
possible transitions (such as interviewee-to-counselor or
interviewee-to-interviewee). Counselor autotransitions were
computed for completeness of data tabulation but not used
because they fell outside the scope of this study.
Statistical significance to determine whether observed
transitions frequencies deviated from expected transition
frequencies (under the assumption of statistical independence, i.e., occurred only by chance) was computed using

odds ratios (ORs) based on 2 × 2 cross-tabs (initial event
present/not present by subsequent event present/not present;
Bakeman, Quera, McArthur, & Robinson, 1997). Transitions
with or greater than 1 were considered more likely than
expected by chance (meaning that on the OR scale, the
likelihood is greater to transit to this particular category vs. to
some other category), whereas OR smaller than 1 were less
likely than expected to occur by chance.
The transition analysis of all codes showed that about
76% of all cells in the matrix had expected frequencies of
less than 5, which is the threshold for obtaining reliable
estimates of transition probabilities (Wickens, 1982). In light
of this, the codes were reduced to three counselor and three
interviewee categories (Miller et al., 2008; Moyers, Miller, &
Hendrickson, 2005; Moyers & Martin, 2006). Counselor
behaviors were summarized into (a) MICO behaviors,
recommended in the MI literature (advise with permission,
affirm, emphasize control, open question, simple and
complex reflections, reframe, and support); (b) MIIN
behaviors not recommended (advise without permission,
confront, direct, raise concern without permission, and
warn); and (c) other counselor behaviors (facilitate, filler,
giving information, closed question, raise concern with
permission, and structure). Interviewee speech was summarized into (a) CT inclined toward change (+1 to +3 in
strength); (b) CCT inclined away from change or toward the
status quo (−1 to −3); and (c) F/N, consisting of following
and neutral utterances (i.e., not linked with exploration of
alcohol topics). The direction (+/−), but not the strength (−3
to +3), was used as final code because separating CT by
strength resulted in a matrix containing too many cells
having expected frequencies less than 5.
The following dialog illustrates the coding and recoding
process:
(1) Client: “I really must do something about my
drinking”
(2) Counselor: “You can't stand it any longer”
(3) Client: “Yes, you see, it's embarrassing not to
remember what I did”
(4) Counselor: “So, do you want to quit or cut down?”
(5) Client: “Well, I still do enjoy the taste of good wine…”
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(6) Counselor: “Yes but even good wine before driving
can cause an accident!”
(7) Client: “Cannabis also causes accidents and nobody
speaks about it...”
The initial coding would be:
[ (1) (Need +3) – (2) (Simple reflection) – (3) (Reason +2) –
(4) (Closed question) – (5) (Desire −2) – (6) (Warn) –
(7) (Neutral) ]
The recodes would then be:
[ (1) CT – (2) MICO – (3) CT – (4) Other – (5) CCT – (6)
MIIN – (7) F/N ]
In a secondary analysis, MICO and other categories were
split into subcategories to further investigate which of
several counselor behaviors were more likely than expected
by chance to be followed by CT, CCT, and F/N. To obtain a
transition matrix containing no expected frequencies less
than 5 (Wickens, 1982), counselor behaviors were grouped
as follows:
- MICO behaviors were split into open questions
(QUO), simple reflections (RES), complex reflections
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(REC), and “other MICO” (oMICO, comprised of
affirm, emphasize control, reframe, and support);
- Other counselor behaviors were split into closed
questions (QUC) and “other Other” (oOTHER,
composed of facilitate, filler, giving information,
raise concern with permission, and structure).
MIIN behaviors were retained as a single category.
To consider the aggregation of data from two different
trials in this study, we repeated all analyses separately for the
data of each trial.
2.7. Interrater reliability
A random subsample of 31 BMI sessions (about 20%)
was double-coded to assess interrater reliability. Raters were
blinded to whether the session they coded was simple- or
double-coded. Because independent raters did parsing a
priori, double coding could be done on the same utterances.
Cohen's kappa was used to address interrater reliability at the
utterance level (pooling all sessions together). For the overall
MISC codes, it was 0.63; recoding into six categories
resulted in a value of 0.75 (see Table 2). When counselor
behaviors were split into seven categories and interviewee

Table 3
Transition analysis
Initial event → subsequent event
Counselor-to-interviewee transitions
MICO → CT
MICO → F/N
MICO → CCT
MIIN → CT
MIIN → F/N
MIIN → CCT
Other → CT
Other → F/N
Other → CCT
Interviewee-to-counselor transitions
CT → MICO
CT → MIIN
CT → Other
F/N → MICO
F/N → MIIN
F/N → Other
CCT → MICO
CCT → MIIN
CCT → Other
Interviewee autotransitions
CT → CT
CT → F/N
CT → CCT
F/N → CT
F/N → F/N
F/N → CCT
CCT → CT
CCT → F/N
CCT → CCT
Note. Other = other counselor behaviors.

Observed frequencies

Conditional probabilities

Expected frequencies

OR

p

3,227
2,733
2,035
4
17
15
437
789
297

0.40
0.34
0.25
0.11
0.47
0.42
0.29
0.52
0.20

3,069.5
2,961.5
1,964.0
13.8
13.3
8.8
584.7
564.2
374.1

1.72
0.49
1.37
0.20
1.52
2.20
0.60
2.06
0.71

b.001
b.001
b.001
b.001
.21
.02
b.001
b.001
b.001

3,270
8
479
2,571
18
727
2,129
17
269

0.87
0.00
0.13
0.78
0.01
0.22
0.88
0.01
0.11

3,155.9
17.0
584.1
2,785.5
15.0
515.5
2,028.6
10.9
375.4

1.47
0.35
0.70
0.49
1.34
2.04
1.57
1.92
0.61

b.001
.005
b.001
b.001
.34
b.001
b.001
.03
b.001

2,148
460
754
560
1,376
492
744
434
1,684

0.64
0.14
0.22
0.23
0.57
0.20
0.26
0.15
0.59

1,341.4
882.1
1,138.5
968.7
637.0
822.2
1,141.9
750.9
969.2

5.41
0.31
0.41
0.35
7.80
0.40
0.40
0.39
5.21

b.001
b.001
b.001
b.001
b.001
b.001
b.001
b.001
b.001
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Table 4
Detailed counselor skills to interviewee language transition analysis
Initial event → subsequent event
MICO
QUO → CT
QUO → F/N
QUO → CCT
RES → CT
RES → F/N
RES → CCT
REC → CT
REC → F/N
REC → CCT
oMICO → CT
oMICO → F/N
oMICO → CCT
MIIN
MIIN → CT
MIIN → F/N
MIIN → CCT
Other
QUC → CT
QUC → F/N
QUC → CCT
oOTHER → CT
oOTHER → F/N
oOTHER → CCT

Observed frequencies

Conditional probabilities

Expected frequencies

OR

p

1,027
1,150
727
1,650
1,104
1,042
427
174
246
123
305
20

0.35
0.40
0.25
0.43
0.29
0.27
0.50
0.21
0.29
0.27
0.68
0.04

1,114.9
1,075.7
713.4
1,457.4
1,406.1
932.5
325.2
313.8
208.1
172.0
166.0
110.1

0.83
1.17
1.04
1.43
0.56
1.29
1.72
0.41
1.29
0.59
3.87
0.14

b.001
b.001
.48
b.001
b.001
b.001
b.001
b.001
.002
b.001
b.001
b.001

4
17
15

0.11
0.47
0.42

13.8
13.3
8.8

0.20
1.52
2.20

b.001
.21
.02

297
480
176
140
309
121

0.31
0.50
0.18
0.25
0.54
0.21

365.9
353.0
234.1
218.8
211.1
140.0

0.70
1.84
0.67
0.50
2.11
0.82

b.001
b.001
b.001
b.001
b.001
.06

language was kept at three categories (see above), Cohen's
kappa was 0.72. These three values indicate substantial
reliability between raters with respect to codes attributed to
each utterance overall (Landis & Koch, 1977).
We then assessed interrater reliability for each code
individually using intraclass correlations (ICC). Results for
the coding into six categories indicated good to excellent
reliability according to Cicchetti's ICC categorization
(Cicchetti, 1994; MICO: 0.96, MIIN: 0.79, other: 0.80, CT:
0.66, F/N: 0.73, and CCT: 0.79). For our secondary analysis,
splitting counselor behaviors in seven categories and keeping
interviewee language in three categories, interrater reliability
was good to excellent, except for REC, for which ICC was
still fair (QUO: 0.98, RES: 0.85, REC: 0.43, oMICO: 0.91,
QUC: 0.70, oOTHER: 0.89). The ICC for MIIN, CT, F/N,
and CCT were the same as reported above).
Coding reserved for analyses was randomly selected from
each available double-coded BMI.
3. Results
The complete transition matrix consisted of 29,590
transitions from 149 BMI sessions. There were 9,554
counselor-to-interviewee transitions, 9488 interviewee-tocounselor transitions, 8652 interviewee autotransitions, and
1896 counselor autotransitions (not analyzed further). There
were very few transitions involving MIIN behaviors, but
these codes were kept in the analyses because they were of
primary interest. Each kind of transition is statistically
evaluated below.

3.1. Counselor-to-Interviewee transitions
As shown in Table 3, MICO behaviors were significantly
more likely to be followed by change exploration, either
toward (CT) or away (CCT) from change, and significantly
less likely to be followed by F/N. MIIN behaviors were
significantly more likely to be followed by CCT and
significantly less likely to be followed by CT. Other
counselor behaviors were significantly more likely to be
followed by F/N and significantly less likely to be followed
by CT or CCT. MICO behaviors were thus the only type of
counselor behaviors that led to CT by interviewees.
3.2. Interviewee-to-Counselor transitions
When interviewees made CT statements, counselors were
significantly more likely to follow with MICO behaviors and
significantly less likely to follow with MIIN or other
behaviors. CCT significantly more often transitioned to
MICO or MIIN and significantly less often to other
counselor behaviors. F/N transitioned to other counselor
behaviors more often and less often to MICO behaviors.
Counselors followed with MICO behaviors more often after
either type of change talk exploration (CT or CCT), but not
after F/N. MIIN behaviors were more likely only after CCT.
3.3. Interviewee auto-transitions
Consecutive utterances made by an interviewee were
significantly more likely to be of the same type, that is, CT
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transitioned to CT, CCT to CCT, and F/N to F/N. All other
transitions were significantly less likely than expected by
chance, indicating that interviewees more often than not
continue with the same type of utterance.
3.4. Detailed counselor behaviors to interviewee language
transition analysis
RES and REC were the only counselor behaviors that
were significantly more likely than expected by chance to be
followed by CT (Table 4). Both behaviors were also
significantly more likely to be followed by CCT but
significantly less likely by F/N. Surprisingly, QUO and
oMICO behaviors were significantly less likely to be
followed by CT and more likely by F/N.
When other counselor behaviors were split into QUC and
oOTHER behaviors, both subcategories were significantly
less likely to be followed by CT and significantly more likely
to be followed by F/N. QUC were also significantly less
likely to lead to CCT.
Because of their scarcity, MIIN behaviors were not split;
thus, these results are the same as presented in Section 3.1
above.
3.5. Separate analysis for data of each of both primary
trials
To justify the aggregation of data from two different trials
in this study, we repeated all analyses separately on the data
from each trial. Results were all similar, except for a minor
loss of significance due to the corresponding decrease in
sample sizes.

4. Discussion
We analyzed the articulation of counselor and young
adult communication behaviors during BMI to evaluate and
understand the process in a large representative nonclinical
setting. Consistent with the hypothetical causal mechanism
developed in MI theory (Miller & Rollnick, 2002; Miller &
Rose, 2009; Moyers et al., 2007), MICO behaviors were
more likely than expected by chance to be followed by
change talk exploration. Conversely, MIIN behaviors were
significantly more likely to lead to CCT or F/N. These
transitions are important because interviewee utterances
were more likely to be followed with a similar utterance (i.e.,
CT to CT, CCT to CCT, and F/N to F/N) and are probably
self-reinforcing. The speech of young men may be influential
on eliciting (desired) counselor responses, especially because counselor MICO behaviors were more likely to follow
client CT. Similarly, (less desired) MIIN behaviors by
counselors were more likely after client CCT.
This findings are concordant with several previous studies
(Catley et al., 2006; Gaume, Gmel, & Daeppen, 2008,
Gaume, Gmel, Faouzi, et al., 2008; Moyers & Martin, 2006);
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Moyers et al., 2009) and add to the strong emerging evidence
that recommends the use of MI behaviors when trying to
promote interviewee speech toward change. Also concordant
with previous research (Catley et al., 2006; Moyers et al.,
2009) is the finding that reflections are strongly related to
CT. The sequential nature of the present data, as well as that
of Moyers et al. (2009), suggests that reflective listening
might be a powerful skill, which is useful in eliciting CT.
QUO and oMICO behaviors were less likely to be
followed by CT and CCT and more likely to be followed by
F/N in our study. According to MI theory and literature, it is
hypothesized that these behaviors should lead to CT.
However, when considering QUO, one can also hypothesize
that asking QUO might lead either to general considerations
about alcohol or to factual information (both coded as F/N),
or to CT or CCT. In our study, counselors started the
discussion with young men who were not seeking help;
therefore, the first part of the discussion might have revolved
around general considerations before focusing (using reflections rather than questions) on more critical points related to
alcohol use raised by the interviewee. If this hypothesis were
to be confirmed by future research, a potential implication
for MI counselors and trainers would be to focus not only on
using QUO, as apposed to QUC, but also on using CToriented versus general QUO. Regarding oMICO behaviors,
our coding process might limit our findings. Indeed, there
were very few (892 of 11,533, averaging 6 per session)
oMICO counselor behaviors, and most of them were
counselor affirmations of the interviewee (835 in total,
averaging 5.6 per session). For example, in the MISC 2.1, a
counselor thanking an interviewee for coming is compiled in
the affirm category. Most of our counselors thanked the
interviewee for coming and for participating (at least once in
the beginning and once at the end of the session). About half
of those behaviors were likely to be followed by neutral
statements, such as “You're welcome.” The rest of those
codes have been used to categorize the counselors affirming
or reinforcing interviewee statements in favor of change or
steps already taken and were expected to be followed by
more CT. Our failure to show this transition pattern might
reflect the complexity of using this skill effectively or might
suggest that affirming is actually perceived as reinforcement, but does not result in more CT. The latter hypothesis
might be supported by the findings of Moyers et al. (2009),
who showed similar transitions from oMICO to F/N,
despite the fact that very experienced and well-trained
counselors conducted their motivational enhancement
therapy sessions.
Although the beneficial role of MICO behaviors in
general (and of reflections in particular) in effecting change
is encouraging, findings regarding MIIN behaviors are more
equivocal. Concordant with Moyers and Martin (2006), we
found in this study that MIIN behaviors were significantly
more likely than expected by chance to be followed by CCT.
In a prior, similar BMI study in an emergency department
(ED), we found that MIIN behaviors were significantly more
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likely to be followed only by F/N, and not by CCT
statements (Gaume, Gmel, & Daeppen, 2008, Gaume, Gmel,
Faouzi, et al., 2008). In the discussion of speech transitions
in that study, we argued that this difference might be
attributed to the modalities of the intervention, which
influenced the nature of interviewee nondesired behaviors.
In MI sessions, CCT might be viewed as a nondesired
behavior because MI aims to elicit CT while avoiding CCT.
The BMI in the ED focused largely on exploring the pros and
cons of alcohol consumption. Statements not related to
alcohol exploration (i.e., F/N) can be viewed as exploration
avoidance, hence a nondesired behavior, whereas CCT
might not necessarily represent negative or resisting
behavior but rather an active self-exploration of drinking
pros and cons. Interestingly, the intervention in this study
was developed with an emphasis on eliciting CT. Elaboration of the benefits and liabilities of alcohol consumption
was only one of several strategies use to initiate CT. Thus,
the stronger focus on eliciting CT in this study compared to
the stronger focus on pros and cons elaboration in the ED
study may explain why, in the present study, the expected MI
link (MIIN leading to CTT) was also found.
Looking at interviewee-to-counselor transitions, MICO
behaviors more often followed change explorations, both CT
and CCT, but not F/N. MIIN behaviors were used more often
after CCT, but not CT. Even if our study design does not
allow any conclusions about causation, these transitions
highlight the apparent influence that speech behaviors of
young men have on counselor reaction. Viewing CCT as a
nondesired behavior, the present findings indicate that this
attitude might provoke counselors into using MIIN behaviors, as previously observed by others (Francis et al., 2005;
Gaume, Gmel, Faouzi, et al., 2008). This phenomenon may
create a negative feedback loop of MIIN behaviors,
perpetuating more CCT. An important implication of this
study is that counselors should receive MI training that
equips them with skills that can help them avoid using MIIN
behaviors when confronted with client nondesired behaviors.
This study has multiple strengths. Data were gathered
from a large representative sample of young men, all at a
critical age for receiving alcohol counseling within a
modality that can encourage positive motivation to alter
their drinking habits. A large number of sessions (149) were
available for coding, which yielded more than 29,000
observed transitions for analysis and interpretation. However, there were also several weaknesses of the research. First,
it was not possible to code all of the sessions conducted due
to interviewee refusal, technical problems, and equipment
unavailability. We were able to demonstrate the lack of
differences between coded and noncoded interventions on
sociodemographic and alcohol data (countering potential
selection bias somewhat), although it could still be present in
some underlying, unmeasured context. Second, there were
very few observed transitions involving MIIN behaviors.
Although there were enough to detect significant transition
likelihoods, this underrepresentation limits making definitive

conclusions about these transitions. Further studies should
incorporate sessions led by counselors not trained in MI or
optimally experimentally manipulate counselor behaviors by
purposely increasing MIIN behaviors to warrant stronger
conclusions. Third, although we had a very large and
comprehensive sample, they were all French-speaking Swiss
young men, so our results might not generalize to women or
to other young men in this or other cultures. Finally,
preliminary analyses not reported in the present article show
substantial differences between the in-session performances
of the four counselors, despite having similar backgrounds
and having the same training and supervision. As already
mentioned in our introduction, this lack of uniformity may
constitute a limitation when analyzing the counseling
process (Gaume et al., 2009; Luborsky et al., 1986, 1997;
Najavits & Weiss, 1994; Project MATCH Research Group,
1998), even when the focus of our research was on the effects
of different, separate behaviors rather than on overall
counselor skills.
Nevertheless, the present findings lend strong support for
the use of MICO behaviors (particularly reflections) and the
avoidance of MIIN behaviors to elicit CT during BMI with
young men who are at-risk alcohol consumers. CT is viewed
as an important predictor of actual behavior change, so these
findings highlight the usefulness of MI skills in enhancing
this change. On the other hand, findings show that
interviewee behaviors also may influence counselor behavior; this is sometimes undesirable, particularly when an
interviewee is resistant to counseling. In this vein, MIIN
behaviors can lead to further CCT and result in lack of actual
behavioral change. It seems especially important to furnish
counselors with intensive MICO skills training, which could
be quite effective, even in settings where clients are not very
receptive to change. Further, it would be helpful to confirm
the hypothesis that CT is a consistent predictor of actual
behavioral change in young men. The findings herein should
be replicated, within other settings and populations. Even
with the above reservations, this study has documented and
analyzed a large number of transitions articulated in a
nonclinical, population-based application of brief MI in
young men and is thus a solid first step toward demonstrating
the usefulness of MICO behaviors in general, and of
reflections in particular.
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Abstract
Background
Client change talk (CT) during motivational interviewing (MI) and brief motivational interventions (BMI)
have been described as predictors of behavior change, but these links have not been clearly evaluated in
research on young people. Furthermore, various ways of categorizing and measuring CT have been
proposed in the literature, but have never been compared or tested.

Objective
To test which of several CT dimensions measured during BMI with 20-year-old men are predictive of
change in alcohol use.

Methods
We coded 127 BMI using the Motivational Interviewing Skill Code 2.1. Each CT utterance was categorized
as Reason, Ability, Desire, Need, Commitment, Taking steps or Other, and was given a strength rating
ranging from -3 (strongly away from change) to +3 (strongly towards change). Ability, Desire, and Need
were grouped together afterwards since these codes were too scarce to conduct analyses. The frequency
and average strength of each CT sub-dimension and summary categories (e.g. overall talk toward change,
or CT, and overall talk away from change, or CCT) were computed. The exact length in seconds for each
CT dimension was recorded. Each variable of interest, adjusted for alcohol use at baseline, was used in
negative binomial regression models to predict alcohol use (number of standard drinks per week) at 6month follow-up. Stepwise regression procedures were employed to find the best predictors.

Results
Overall CT and CCT were not significantly related to changes in drinking. However, the frequency of
Ability/Desire/Need to change and of Ability/Desire/Need not to change independently predicted significant
change in the expected direction (Incidence rate ratio [IRR]=0.91, p=0.05, and IRR=1.07, p=0.01,
respectively). The average strength of Ability/Desire/Need was also a robust predictor of change
(IRR=0.84, p=0.001), while CT dimension length was not significantly linked to outcome.

Discussion
As expected in the MI literature, some dimensions of CT were associated with better drinking outcome in
young men. The frequency and strength with which ability, desire, and need to change (or not to change)
are expressed during BMI seemed to be important predictors of drinking (either of change or of status quo)
among young men. CT speech might thus be especially important for clinicians to notice.
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Introduction
Brief Motivational Intervention (BMI) is adapted from Motivational Interviewing (MI) (Miller & Rollnick, 2002)
and consists of single, 20-60 minute sessions. BMI has great potential among adolescents and young
adults because of accepting them as individuals, focusing on avoiding argumentation and hostile
confrontation without giving lectures or ultimatums (Tevyaw & Monti, 2004). This suggests that the
techniques designed to increase intrinsic motivation might translate effectively into meaningful behavior
change. Research on BMI for young people has shown some promising results (Grenard, Ames, Pentz, &
Sussman, 2006; Tevyaw & Monti, 2004; Toumbourou et al., 2007). However, little is known about how it
works, or which elements of the counselor and youth communication during the intervention are most
effective in triggering behavior changes.

The process of eliciting and shaping client language in favor of change (i.e. change talk, or CT) during
sessions has been implicated as a causal mechanism in MI (Miller & Rollnick, 2002). A hypothetical causal
chain between therapist MI behaviors, subsequent client CT and actual behavior change has been
postulated (Miller & Rose, 2009; Moyers & Martin, 2006). Some empirical explorations in this domain tend
to support the assumption of a causal mechanism, both in MI and in BMI. Moyers and colleagues
observed this complete chain in two studies (Moyers et al., 2007; Moyers, Martin, Houck, Christopher, &
Tonigan, 2009). The first (Moyers et al., 2007) showed that CT was more likely after counselor behaviors
consistent with MI (MICO), and counter-CT (CCT) was more likely following behaviors inconsistent with MI
(MIIN), and demonstrated that CT is a powerful predictor of reduced substance abuse. The second
(Moyers et al., 2009) showed that MICO behaviors predicted client CT, and that CT had a direct link to
drinking outcome and mediated therapist behavior and client drinking outcome. Other studies investigated
each part of the causal chain separately and were consistent with the hypotheses that: 1) CT is more likely
after MICO behaviors (Catley et al., 2006; Gaume, Gmel, Faouzi, & Daeppen, 2008; Moyers & Martin,
2006); and 2) that CT predicts favorable outcomes (Amrhein, Miller, Yahne, Palmer, & Fulcher, 2003; Baer
et al., 2008; Bertholet, Faouzi, Gmel, Gaume, & Daeppen, 2010; Gaume, Gmel, & Daeppen, 2008;
Hodgins, Ching, & McEwen, 2009; Strang & McCambridge, 2004). Among those studies, only one
assessed the link between CT and outcome in adolescents or young adults. Baer et al., (2008) observed
CT during BMI with homeless adolescents and found that some dimensions of CT predicted actual change
in substance use in the expected direction.

In a first study using the same data collection as herein, the articulation of counselor and 20-year-old men
communication behaviors during an alcohol BMI was investigated, in order to evaluate this process in a
large representative non-clinical setting (Gaume, Bertholet, Faouzi, Gmel, & Daeppen, 2010). Consistent
with the first part of the hypothetical causal chain developed under MI theory, MICO behaviors were more
likely than expected by chance to be followed by CT. Conversely, MIIN behaviors were significantly more
likely to lead to CCT or to following or neutral utterances (FN) not linked to change exploration. We also
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showed that utterances by young men were more likely to be followed with similar utterances (i.e. CT to
CT, CCT to CCT, and FN to FN) and thus were probably self-reinforcing. The next step was to investigate
the second part of the hypothetical causal chain by testing whether CT predicts any actual change in the
alcohol use of young men.

Of further interest is the way CT is categorized and measured and the potentially differential link to
intervention outcome. In studies investigating the links between CT and outcome, several ways of
characterizing CT were used. In two papers, Moyers and colleagues (Moyers et al., 2007; Moyers et al.,
2009) counted the frequency of all utterances toward change (overall CT), away from change (overall
CCT), or not linked to change (or Follow/Neutral (FN) statements). Strang and McCambridge (Strang &
McCambridge, 2004) also used a global construct of CT, assessed with a 4-point scale summarizing the
entire session. Amrhein and colleagues (Amrhein et al., 2003) categorized each utterance of CT on
several sub-dimensions (Ability, Commitment, Desire, Need, Readiness, and Reasons to change or not to
change) and assigned a strength value ranging from -5 (strongly against change) to +5 (strongly toward
change). Frequencies of CT sub-dimensions were not linked to outcome, whereas the average strength of
Commitment to change was. Gaume and colleagues (Gaume et al., 2008) used comparable measures
(except for dropping the Readiness category and adding the Taking steps category) and found that the
averaged strength of Ability to change was a predictor of BMI outcomes. Hodgins and colleagues (Hodgins
et al., 2009) used the same CT sub-dimensions with the addition of Readiness as in Amrhein and
colleagues, but used a strength scale from -2 to +2. They found that the frequency of positive Commitment
(+1 and +2) weighted by its strength was a predictor of favorable gambling outcomes. Baer and colleagues
(Baer et al., 2008) used Commitment, Reasons, and Ability/Desire together with its valence (toward vs.
away from change). The frequency of Ability/Desire away from change predicted negative change and
Reasons toward change predicted positive change. Bertholet and colleagues (Bertholet et al., 2010) used
a (-5 to +5) scale but summarized all CT sub-dimensions in two global constructs (CT and CCT) to
investigate the dynamic process within BMI sessions. They found that subjects with an attitude towards
change at the end of the BMI drank significantly less at follow-up than did subjects with an attitude away
from change, independent of attitude at the beginning of the intervention.

In the present paper, several ways of categorizing and measuring CT and its sub-dimensions were
explored and tested as predictors of change in alcohol use at 6-months follow-up among 20-year-old men
in a large, representative sample who received a single BMI session in a non-clinical setting.
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Methods
The sample and the coding process are described in detail in another publication (Gaume et al., 2010).The
BMI sessions herein are from two alcohol BMI randomized controlled trials conducted at the Swiss Army
Recruitment Centre of Lausanne (Daeppen et al., 2010; Gaume, Gmel, Faouzi, Bertholet, & Daeppen,
2011), as approved by the Ethics Committee for Clinical Research of the Lausanne University Medical
School.

Sample and research procedures
Switzerland has a two-day army recruitment process mandatory for all males at age 19, and virtually all
conscripts complete the physical, medical and cognitive assessments to determine eligibility for service in
the Swiss military. Only men are recruited for conscription; women are allowed to join the military service
on a voluntary basis but were not included here because of their scarcity and resulting nonrepresentativeness. At all research stages, participants were reminded that the research staff had no
connection with the army and that all information was confidential and had no implications or influence on
the recruitment procedures.

Data are from two randomized controlled trials conducted at the Lausanne recruitment centre. In the first
trial (Gaume et al., 2011), inclusion relied on inviting unscreened conscripts to benefit from a psychologistled BMI session focusing on alcohol use; 302 of them were in the intervention group and received BMI at
baseline (see Figure 1). In the second trial (Daeppen et al., 2010), inclusion relied on an a priori
randomization of conscripts into an intervention or a control group; 193 of them were in the intervention
group and received BMI. The sessions were all tape-recorded, following participant consent.

>> Insert Figure 1 about here <<

In both studies, participation in BMI was offered to all eligible conscripts instead of selecting at-risk
drinkers based on their screening questionnaires. This was done in order to blind the army personnel from
potentially identifying at-risk drinkers receiving BMI and to shield them from being penalized in the future,
and to see whether BMI-type reinforcement of low-risk drinking (i.e. primary prevention effect) helps
individuals maintain this level. For the present analysis, however, we used only the recordings from at-risk
drinkers due to conceptual concerns when using the CT dimensions of the coding instrument (i.e. low risk
drinkers would not have to change but only maintain their alcohol use). Baseline at-risk drinking was
defined as more than 21 standard drinks (i.e. 210 grams of pure alcohol) per week, or more than 1
instance per month of having more than five drinks per occasion.

From the 264 BMI sessions with at-risk drinkers in both study designs, 149 were recorded successfully
and coded (Figure 1). Comparing interviewees with BMI recordings to those without showed no significant
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differences on socio-demographics, alcohol use, or readiness to change. Of the 149 interviewees with
recorded sessions, 127 were successfully followed-up 6 months after baseline and had complete data for
the present study.

Intervention
The proposed BMI was intended to reinforce motivation, either to change alcohol use and/or alcoholrelated behaviors or to sustain changes already accomplished. This approach is described elsewhere in
detail in the parent publications (Daeppen et al., 2010; Gaume et al., 2011). Briefly, the intervention was
inspired by MI techniques and spirit (Miller & Rollnick, 1991; Miller & Rollnick, 2002) and underwent further
development and adaptations for use in single, short sessions. McCambridge and Strang (McCambridge &
Strang, 2003) adapted this framework for young people using various substances. The intervention in our
study was modeled after this, but was reduced to a 20-30 minute short version and involved exploring the
use of alcohol and related hazardous behaviors, before focusing on one or more of those aspects. The
primary aim of our BMI was to introduce a behavior change perspective and discuss it in a non-judgmental,
empathic and collaborative manner. The hypothesis was that an open discussion and additional
reinforcement by a trained counselor concerning alcohol use and its repercussions on different life areas
could heighten the conscript’s awareness of the importance to modify this behavior, now or in the future,
and lead to successful behavior change. A particular focus of our intervention model was on eliciting CT.

Coding process
Communication behaviors were coded using the Motivational Interviewing Skill Code (MISC), version 2.1
(Miller, Moyers, Ernst, & Amrhein, 2008). Details for this process are described in the coding manual
(Miller et al., 2008). Briefly, the MISC is comprised of global ratings (not used in the present analyses) and
behavior counts. Tape-recordings were exported to Dartfish Team Pro 4.0 video analysis software
(Dartfish, 2006), where recorded utterances could be parsed by one coder and categorized by another.
Our coders went completely through each session, but were allowed to stop and replay utterances for
clarification.

MISC codes are comprised of 19 counselor and eight interviewee codes. The counselor behaviors were
not used in the present study. Interviewee (CT) behaviors were: Reasons to change or reasons not to
change; Ability or inability to change; Desire to change or not to change; Need to change or need not to
change; Commitment to change or not to change; and Taking steps toward or away from change. An
“Other” category allowed coders to capture language that clearly reflects interviewee movement toward or
away from change but does not necessarily fit easily into any change talk category (e.g. problem
recognition or minimization and hypothetical language). Each interviewee CT utterance was also assigned
a strength value ranging from +3 (strong inclination toward change) to –3 (strong inclination away from
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change). Finally, the so-called Follow/Neutral (FN) category allowed coders to characterize interviewee
utterances with no inclination or link to the target behavior change and interviewee questions.

Four master-level students were trained in using the MISC and then independently parsed and coded
interventions while blinded to assessment and follow-up data. An additional person did only parsing. Each
coder received a total of about 60 hours of training. Discrepancies and challenges were addressed weekly
in joint trainer-coder meetings that lasted throughout the entire coding period.

Variables of interest
Various ways of measuring CT are reported in the MI literature. In the present study, the Dartfish analysis
software allowed us to obtain a matrix of 18,206 interviewee utterances with their codes, strengths and
exact lengths (recorded in milliseconds and further converted to seconds). For each session, we could
thus compute a large set of variables of interest to test several ways of categorizing and measuring CT as
predictors of change.

First, the frequency of overall CT, CCT, and FN in three categories was computed. Overall CT frequency
was described as all codes given a positive strength (+1 to +3), overall CCT frequency as all codes given a
negative strength (-1 to -3), and FN frequency as the original FN code (not linked with alcohol exploration).
Then, the frequency of each sub-dimension of CT proposed in the MISC 2.1 (e.g. Reason to change,
Reason not to change, Commitment to change, Commitment not to change, etc.) was calculated. To do
this, the utterance code and its valence (+/-) were kept, but not the strength.

Second, the average strength over the session was computed on the -3 to +3 scale, first for overall CT,
then for each sub-dimension of CT. Third, total length of overall CT, CCT and FN, as well as of each subdimension of CT, was computed by summing the length in seconds over the session for each category.

Finally, in order to conduct exploratory analyses, the frequency and total length for each sub-dimension of
CT was combined with its strength (e.g. Reason+1, Reason+2, Reason+3, Reason-1, Reason-2, Reason3, Commitment+1, Commitment+2, Commitment+3, etc.). The underlying hypotheses of these analyses
were that different levels of strength might express different meanings, and that these differences might be
hidden when averaging strength over a session or taking only the frequencies of each code.

Inter-rater reliability
A random subsample of 31 BMI sessions (about 20%) was double-coded to assess inter-rater reliability
(IR). Raters were blinded to whether the session they rated was simple- or double-coded. Coding reserved
for analyses was randomly selected from each available double-coded BMI.
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Since independent raters did parsing a priori, double coding could be done on the same utterances.
Cohen’s Kappa was used to address IR at the utterance level (i.e. pooling all sessions together). For
interviewee codes summarized in overall CT, overall CCT, and FN categories, Kappa was 0.62, indicating
substantial reliability, according to Landis & Koch (1971). For all interviewee codes with signs (e.g.
Reason+, Reason-, Commitment+, Commitment-, etc.), Kappa was 0.49, indicating moderate reliability.
For CT strength (all CT sub-dimensions pooled together using the -3 to +3 scale only), a weighted kappa
was used, since strength is ordered. This kappa was 0.61, showing substantial reliability.

IR for each individual code was assessed using intra-class correlations (ICC); the results were interpreted
according to the Cicchetti (1994) categorization. For the frequency of interviewee codes summarized in
three categories, IR was good (FN: 0.73) to excellent for overall CT (0.76) and CCT (0.82). Averaged
strength of CT overall was fair (0.55). For separate CT sub-dimension frequencies, IR was fair to excellent
for those that occurred often (Reason+, 0.67; Other+, 0.43; Reason-, 0.78; Desire-, 0.70; and Other-,
0.59), but was poor for less frequent codes (Ability+, 0.00; Desire+, 0.08; Need+, 0.00; Commitment+,
0.30; Ability-, -0.03; Need-, -0.05; and Taking steps-, -0.05). This was due to the small sample (N=31) of
double-coded sessions, where less frequent codes were distributed sparsely and thus had poor reliability.
Taking steps+ and Commitment- were exceptions, since they were rarely used but reliably coded (0.49
and 0.70, respectively). Similar patterns were found for averaged CT strength (Reason, 0.77; Ability, -0.83;
Desire, 0.37; Need, 0.00; Commitment, 0.46; Taking steps, 0.05, and Other, 0.42).

In light of the exploratory nature of the present study and since IR at the utterance level was good, we
decided to keep variables with poor IR in the analyses. Nevertheless, we grouped Ability, Desire, and Need
in a same dimension since they are similar in nature and are sub-categories of Reason in MISC (2.1). ICC
for Ability/Desire/Need– was good (0.71), but remained poor for Ability/Desire/Need+ (0.00), and was fair
for Ability/Desire/Need averaged strength (0.49).

Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics for all variables of interest were computed to explore interviewee speech within the
127 sessions coded for this study. Then, all variables were introduced separately as independent variables
in negative binomial regressions predicting alcohol use at 6 months, adjusted for alcohol use at baseline
and trial design, in order to consider the aggregation of data from two different trials, as in the present
study. These models were chosen because they were used in the parent studies (Daeppen et al., 2010;
Gaume et al., 2011), where they performed better than other models on our counts, according to the
countfit procedure in Stata 10 (StataCorp, 2007). Alcohol use at baseline and at 6-months was defined as
typical weekly alcohol drinking (10-grams pure alcohol per standard drink), measured by multiplying the
first two questions (frequency x quantity) of the Quick Drinking Screen (Sobell et al., 2003).
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Due to the large number of tests evaluated in this univariate approach, stepwise multivariate regression
procedures were used to retain only the more robust predictors. All variables having values of p < 0.10 in
the univariate models were introduced as independent variables in the multivariate negative binomial
regressions predicting alcohol use at 6-months follow-up, and adjusted for alcohol use at baseline and trial
design. Stepwise forward entry (i.e. introducing the variable with the smallest p, then the second smallest,
etc., and excluding variables with p greater than 0.10 from the model) was used. In the final model, we
further excluded all variables having p values greater than 0.05 in order to keep only those reaching
standard alpha levels. To confirm these results, we repeated all analyses using stepwise backward entry
(i.e. introducing all variables simultaneously, then excluding those with p >0.10 by dropping the variable
with the highest p first, then the second highest, etc., until the final model keeps only those variables
having p <0.05). These regressions were conducted separately for each CT categorization and
measurement (i.e. overall CT, CCT, and FN frequencies; all CT sub-dimensions frequencies; all CT subdimensions averaged strength; overall CT, CCT, and FN length; and all CT sub-dimensions length).

The same sequence (i.e. univariate adjusted negative binomial regressions, then stepwise multivariate
models) was repeated using frequency and total length for each sub-dimension of CT combined with its
strength (e.g. Reason+1, Reason+2, Reason+3, Reason-1, Reason-2, Reason-3, Commitment+1,
Commitment+2, Commitment+3, etc.) as further exploratory analyses.

In order to confirm that our results captured the effects of CT during the BMI session and were not a
confound of pre-existing readiness to change, we ran all final multivariate models again by adjusting for
importance to change, readiness to change, and confidence to change that was measured on visual
analog (1-10) scales in baseline assessment questionnaires filled out before the BMI.

Results
Descriptive statistics
Descriptive statistics are reported in Table 1. Overall, young men expressed CT longer (length) and more
often (frequency) than they did FN or CCT. CT strength averaged over the session was negative,
indicating a global inclination toward the status quo, in spite of a large standard deviation indicating
important variability. CT frequency and length sub-dimensions showed that the most frequent codes were
Reason and Other, in both directions. Desire– (desiring not to change, or liking the current behavior) was
also expressed longer and more frequently. Most of the other CT sub-dimensions, such as Ability, Need,
Commitment, and Taking steps (both directions) and Desire+ were scarcer, having lower mean frequency
and length). Regarding averaged strength, Desire and Commitment were expressed more against change,
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whereas Reason, Ability, Need, Taking steps, and Other were more toward change. The standard
deviations for these dimension also indicated wide variability among the young men.

>> Insert Table 1 about here <<

Univariate adjusted negative binomial regression models
Contrary to the main hypothesis that overall CT is a predictor of actual change, no significant effects for
overall CT+ frequency and length or for CT– frequency and length were found in the univariate adjusted
negative binomial regressions (Table 2). Averaged strength for overall CT was negatively related to
outcome (showing 19% less drinking at follow-up for each increase of one point on the -3 to +3 scale), but
only approached significance (p=0.08).

>> Insert Table 2 about here <<

The other univariate adjusted models showed that the frequency of Ability, Desire, and Need not to change
grouped together (Ability/Desire/Need–) was an important and significant predictor of poor outcome at 6months, while averaged strength (Ability/Desire/Need) was strongly related to better outcome. Taking
steps averaged strength was significantly related to outcome in the expected direction. The frequency of
Ability/Desire/Need+ and Taking steps+ was related to change in the expected direction, but only
approached significance.

The length (in seconds) of each of the CT sub-dimensions was not significantly associated with outcome in
these models, though length of Ability/Desire/Need+ approached significance and was in the expected
direction.

Since Ability/Desire/Need was a dimension related to outcome in most of these regressions, an exploratory
model was conducted for each code separately. There were significant associations for the frequency of
Ability+ and Desire–, as well as for the averaged strength of Desire and Need. Frequency of Need+ and
Need– was related to outcome in the expected direction, but only approached significance.

Stepwise multivariate analysis
A stepwise procedure confirmed a strong association of the Ability/Desire/Need dimension with outcome.
In the final CT model, frequencies of Ability/Desire/Need+ and Ability/Desire/Need– significantly and
independently predicted change in the expected direction, while Taking steps+ was excluded from the
equation (Table 3). In the final averaged strength model, Taking steps was also excluded, leaving
Ability/Desire/Need as the unique predictor of change.

>> Insert Table 3 about here <<
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Since Ability/Desire/Need was a robust, significant dimension in both models, an exploratory analysis was
conducted, using the three components separately (Table 4). In the final CT model, frequencies of Desire–
, Ability+, and Need– were significant and robust independent predictors of change, while Need+ and
Taking steps+ were dropped from the equation. In the final averaged strength model, Need and Desire
were significant and independent predictors of change, while Taking steps was excluded.

>> Insert Table 4 about here <<

In order to confirm our results, the analyses were repeating using backward instead of forward entry of
variables, and similar results were obtained.

Exploratory stepwise multivariate analysis using combined code and strength
In further exploratory analyses, the same procedure as presented above for variables combining code and
strength was followed to see if different levels of strength might show different patterns (Table 5). For the
frequency of each of those combinations, Desire–2, Desire+1, Ability+2, and Commitment+1 were
significantly related to changes in drinking in the univariate models. However, it is worth noting that
Commitment+1 was related in the non-expected direction, and showed 15% more drinking for each
increase of one utterance of Commitment+1). Need–2, Taking steps+3, and Commitment+3 were
associated with outcome in the expected direction, but only approached significance. Using a stepwise
procedure, the final multivariate model showed that the frequencies of Desire–2, Ability+2, Commitment+1
(again in the non-expected direction), and Need–2 were independent and significant predictors of change
in drinking at 6-months follow-up.

>> Insert Table 5 about here <<

For length of each combination of code and strength, Desire+1 was a significant predictor in the univariate
analyses, whereas Commitment+3 and Ability+2 only approached significance. Desire+1 remained
significant in the stepwise procedure, though the effect on outcome was slight and accounted for only
0.007% less drinking for every increase of one second in Desire+1 talk.

Adjustment for pre-existing readiness to change
All of the final multivariate models were repeated, adjusting for importance to change, readiness to
change, and confidence to change, as measured on visual analog scales of 1-10 on the baseline
assessment questionnaires. This was done in order to confirm that prior results reflected the effect of CT
during the BMI session and were not confounded by pre-existing readiness to change. Comparable results
in all models were obtained.
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Discussion
We explored several ways to categorize and measure CT and its sub-dimensions during BMI with young
men and tested them as predictors of change in alcohol use 6 months later. Neither frequency nor length
of overall, summarized measures of CT, CCT, and FN were significantly related to change during followup. Overall CT averaged strength was related to the outcome in the expected direction, but only
approached significance (p=0.08). Performing a large number of statistical tests, as herein, precludes
interpreting this finding as evidence of effect of CCT on BMI outcomes. When observing CT subdimensions, important and robust effects were found on the dimension regrouping Ability, Desire, and
Need to change (or not to change). The frequency of Ability/Desire/Need + and Ability/Desire/Need –, as
well as the averaged strength of Ability/Desire/Need significantly predicted change in alcohol use in the
expected direction. Furthermore, the length in seconds of Ability, Desire, and Need to change talk grouped
together was the only length variable to approach (p=0.07) significance. These results were confirmed
after adjusting for pre-intervention importance, readiness, and confidence to change measured on visual
analog scales at baseline.

Ability, Desire, and Need were grouped together since inter-rater reliability (IR) for the separate codes was
not very satisfactory. Poor IR is a limitation of the present study and deserves some explanation. One
plausible explanation is that it might be due to the scarcity of several CT sub-dimension codes in the
present database. Since only 31 sessions (or roughly 20%) were double-coded, the likelihood of
categorizing those scarce codes reliably is low. Future studies foreseeing similar analyses of CT subdimensions should structure more double-coding, in order to avoid these reliability concerns. Nevertheless,
since the grouped Ability/Desire/Need dimension had robust relationships with outcome changes in alcohol
use in the present study, further exploratory analyses were undertaken in order to help understand which
of its sub-dimensions best predict change. The frequency of utterances expressing Desire not to change,
Ability to change, and Need not to change (or no need to change) were significant and were independent
predictors of change, as were the averaged strength of Need and Desire. These findings demonstrate that
even though some sub-dimensions of CT were scarce, their presence and the strength with which they
were expressed are still important clues to subsequent, actual behavior change.

Our results do not support the hypothesis in MI that overall CT during sessions predicts actual change
following intervention. However, they do strongly agree with previous findings showing that several subdimensions of CT accomplish this (Amrhein et al., 2003; Baer et al., 2008; Gaume et al., 2008; Hodgins et
al., 2009). The fact that overall CT was not predictive of change in the present study, though it was in other
studies (Bertholet et al., 2010; Moyers et al., 2007; Moyers et al., 2009; Strang & McCambridge, 2004)
might have several alternative explanations. First, measurement of CT differed in the research of Strang
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and McCambridge and Bertholet and colleagues, thus preventing any pertinent comparisons. Second, the
type of intervention (20-minute BMI) and target population (young men from the general population)
differed from that of Moyers and colleagues (Moyers et al., 2007; Moyers et al., 2009), who used
Motivational Enhancement Therapy with adult problem drinkers in a clinical setting. Change language
expressed in those settings and populations might differ in type and quality, and influence actual
subsequent behavior change differently. Hypotheses involving the type of intervention might be relevant,
since two other studies investigating BMI (Baer et al., 2008; Gaume et al., 2008) found similar findings,
namely, that some CT sub-dimensions predict change well. In both those papers and the present study,
Ability talk was predictive of change at follow-up. This suggests that this particular type of language, when
expressed by patients, might give valuable clues to future beneficial change. Concordant with those of
Baer and colleagues (Baer et al., 2008) the present findings also showed that Desire talk is related to
outcome. The Need to change (or lack of need to change) sub-dimension was a predictor in the present
findings, but was not measured in the Baer and colleagues research.

Finally, further exploratory analyses using combined code and strength (e.g. Reason+1, Commitment–1,
etc.), showed interesting and sharper patterns. Desire–2, Ability+2, and Need–2 were significant and
independent predictors of change, confirming again the importance of those categories of language. The
findings regarding Commitment language are also interesting. In the present study, neither the frequency
of Commitment to change (or not to change) nor the average strength of Commitment are significantly
linked to outcome, contrary to some MI literature hypotheses (Miller & Rollnick, 2002; Miller & Rose, 2009)
and previous empirical findings (Amrhein et al., 2003; Hodgins et al., 2009). In the present analysis,
Commitment+1 and Commitment+3 are related to outcome in univariate models, but with opposite signs.
More Commitment+1 predicts poorer outcome, whereas more Commitment+3 predicts better outcome.
Unfortunately, Commitment+3 only approached significance (p=0.09) and was excluded in the multivariate
stepwise model. Nevertheless, those results could indicate that differential levels of strength might express
different meanings. For example, saying “I’m sure I will cut off my drinking” (coded Commitment+3) is
different than saying “I might cut off my drinking a bit” (coded Commitment+1). Lesser commitment might
express some distance or a lack of conviction whereas strong commitment would be expected in the MI
literature. The nearly significant (p=0.09) link of length of Commitment+3 with outcome might lend further
support to this hypothesis, provided the lack of significance is interpreted as reflecting scarcity of this type
of talk.

Regarding ways of categorizing and measuring CT, the present findings might yield some valuable
indications. First, using sub-dimensions of CT is of major importance since several CT sub-dimensions
were predictive of change, whereas overall CT measures were not. Measuring frequencies versus
averaged strength provided close results, even though averaged strength of Ability/Desire/Need was more
strongly linked to outcome (p=0.001). Recorded CT dimensions length showed no significant association
with outcome. To our knowledge, this was done for the first time in the present study. This demonstrated
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that it is not so much the time during which CT is expressed, but rather the frequency and the strength with
which it is expressed that is consequential. However, more research is needed to confirm the present
findings. One clinical implication of this finding is that counselors should be attentive to the utterances of
several sub-dimensions of CT (e.g. Ability, Desire, and Need) and to the strength with which they are
expressed, and view these as indicators of potential actual behavior change in future.

The present study has numerous strengths, such as a large sample of coded sessions (N=127) and a
comprehensive coding system (MISC 2.1, implemented in analysis software) resulting in a large dataset
permitting several ways of categorizing and measuring CT. Still, some limitations are to be noted. First,
inter-rater reliability was not satisfactory for several sub-dimensions of CT (Commitment+, Taking steps-,
as well as Ability, Desire, and Need measured separately). Even if IR at the utterance level (i.e. pooling all
sessions together) was substantial, poor IR for individual codes restricts the analyses and some of the
conclusions. Second, our results are confined to the setting and population of the present study. BMI was
conducted with 20-year-old men from a large general population sample and might not apply to women,
persons younger or older, or in clinical or other specific settings. Finally, not all of the sessions conducted
within the parent trials were recorded and coded, due to interviewee refusal, technical problems, or
equipment unavailability. There were no statistical differences between coded and non-coded interventions
on socio-demographic data, alcohol use, and readiness to change, indicating low probability of a potential
selection bias (although it could still be present in some underlying, unmeasured context).

The present study adds to accumulating evidence that CT, or at least some of its sub-dimensions, predicts
subsequent actual change. The present findings, appended to those of a previous study using the same
dataset (Gaume et al., 2010), also partially confirm the causal chain hypothesized in the MI literature
(Miller & Rose, 2009; Moyers & Martin, 2006). In our first study (Gaume et al., 2010), MICO behaviors
were more likely to be followed by overall CT, whereas MIIN behaviors were significantly more likely to
lead to overall CCT or to FN, lending support for the first part of the chain. In the present study, overall CT
or CCT did not predict change (as expected in the second part of the chain), but some CT dimensions
were associated with better drinking outcome. Ability, Desire, and Need language were strongly and
consistently associated with change at 6 months, even if those dimensions were not among the ones most
often expressed.

Our analyses showed that young men expressing that they like their current drinking behaviors and do not
desire to change them, or expressing they do not need to change were more likely to maintain the status
quo, or even drink more. However, those expressing that they feel able to change were more likely to
achieve significant reductions in their drinking. Clinicians noticing such speech thus receive important
clues as to the direction their clients are moving (either positively or negatively). Eliciting Ability, Desire,
and Need to change and avoiding Ability, Desire, and Need not to change might also be a goal worth
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pursuing for clinicians. Further research using good experimental designs, is now needed to confirm the
hypotheses tested in the current study.
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Figure 1. Subjects inclusion profile
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for all MISC change talk dimensions (N=127 BMI)
Frequencies
Overall change talk +
Reason +
Ability/Desire/Need + *
Ability + *
Desire + *
Need + *
Commitment + *
Taking steps + *
Other +
Overall counter change talk Reason Ability/Desire/Need Ability - *
Desire Need - *
Commitment Taking steps - *
Other Follow/Neutral
Averaged strength (-3 to +3 scale)
Change talk overall
Reason
Ability/Desire/Need
Ability *
Desire *
Need *
Commitment
Taking steps *
Other
Length (in seconds)
Overall change talk +
Reason +
Ability/Desire/Need +
Ability +
Desire +
Need +
Commitment +
Taking steps +
Other +
Overall counter change talk Reason Ability/Desire/Need Ability Desire Need Commitment Taking steps Other Follow/Neutral

Mean

SD

Min.

Max.

48.6
19.6
0.6
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.5
0.4
27.5
34.9
13.9
2.2
0.1
2.0
0.1
0.9
0.0
17.9
38.4

24.2
11.7
1.3
0.7
0.8
0.4
1.2
1.1
18.0
19.5
8.7
2.4
0.5
2.4
0.3
1.0
0.1
14.4
20.9

7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
8

131
56
7
4
6
2
7
6
99
148
51
12
5
12
2
5
1
120
155

-0.1
0.3
-0.9
0.1
-1.0
0.0
-0.5
0.4
0.3

0.5
0.9
1.2
0.7
1.1
0.7
1.2
0.8
0.6

-1.0
-2.0
-2.1
-2.0
-2.1
-2.0
-3.0
0
-1.1

1.5
1.9
2.3
2.5
2.0
2.0
2.3
3.0
1.8

277.9
114.3
3.3
1.0
1.3
1.0
2.1
3.0
155.2
206.2
82.6
11.4
0.3
10.5
0.6
4.2
0.2
107.8
242.5

156.1
75.6
8.3
4.1
3.9
4.0
4.7
8.7
118.4
124.4
58.3
13.4
1.8
13.3
2.3
5.7
1.4
88.6
147.0

37.8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13.2
21.4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3.0
44.0

1036.8
420.5
59.2
31.8
20.3
32.2
22.4
65.5
777.8
698.6
256.2
88.2
14.5
88.2
17.8
32.3
13.1
554.6
741.8

Notes: * Variables with poor interrater reliability, considered for exploratory reasons.
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Table 2. Univariate adjusted regression models
IRR
SE
z
P>z
[95% CI]
Frequencies
Overall change talk +
1.00
0.00
0.69
0.49
1.00
1.01
Reason +
1.01
0.01
1.24
0.22
1.00
1.02
Ability/Desire/Need +
0.91
0.05
-1.81
0.07
0.83
1.01
Ability +
0.82
0.08
-2.10
0.04
0.68
0.99
Desire +
0.97
0.07
-0.37
0.71
0.84
1.13
Need +
0.76
0.12
-1.75
0.08
0.55
1.03
Commitment +
1.06
0.06
1.18
0.24
0.96
1.18
Taking steps +
0.91
0.05
-1.69
0.09
0.81
1.02
Other +
1.00
0.00
0.16
0.88
0.99
1.01
Overall counter change talk 1.00
0.00
1.20
0.23
1.00
1.01
Reason 1.00
0.01
-0.06
0.96
0.99
1.01
Ability/Desire/Need 1.06
0.03
2.48
0.01
1.01
1.12
Ability 0.84
0.12
-1.26
0.21
0.64
1.10
Desire 1.06
0.03
2.39
0.02
1.01
1.11
Need 1.34
0.24
1.63
0.10
0.94
1.90
Commitment 1.02
0.06
0.25
0.81
0.90
1.15
Taking steps 0.72
0.35
-0.69
0.49
0.28
1.85
Other 1.01
0.00
1.19
0.23
1.00
1.01
Follow/Neutral
1.00
0.00
1.29
0.20
1.00
1.01
Averaged strength (-3 to +3 scale)
Change talk overall
0.81
0.10
-1.74
0.08
0.63
1.03
Reason
1.08
0.08
1.05
0.29
0.94
1.25
Ability/Desire/Need
0.84
0.04
-3.42
0.001
0.76
0.93
Ability
0.86
0.09
-1.53
0.13
0.70
1.04
Desire
0.89
0.05
-2.17
0.03
0.79
0.99
Need
0.83
0.07
-2.21
0.03
0.70
0.98
Commitment
1.04
0.05
0.77
0.44
0.94
1.15
Taking steps
0.85
0.07
-2.01
0.04
0.73
1.00
Other
0.94
0.10
-0.57
0.57
0.77
1.15
Length (seconds)
Overall change talk +
1.00
0.00
0.60
0.55
1.00
1.00
Reason +
1.00
0.00
1.07
0.28
1.00
1.00
Ability/Desire/Need +
0.99
0.01
-1.81
0.07
0.97
1.00
Ability +
0.98
0.01
-1.43
0.15
0.95
1.01
Desire +
0.99
0.02
-0.76
0.45
0.96
1.02
Need +
0.98
0.01
-1.53
0.13
0.95
1.01
Commitment +
1.00
0.01
-0.01
0.99
0.97
1.03
Taking steps +
0.99
0.01
-0.86
0.39
0.98
1.01
Other +
1.00
0.00
0.22
0.83
1.00
1.00
Overall counter change talk 1.00
0.00
0.51
0.61
1.00
1.00
Reason 1.00
0.00
-0.74
0.46
1.00
1.00
Ability/Desire/Need 1.01
0.00
1.40
0.16
1.00
1.02
Ability 0.96
0.03
-1.08
0.28
0.90
1.03
Desire 1.01
0.00
1.37
0.17
1.00
1.02
Need 1.03
0.03
0.89
0.37
0.97
1.08
Commitment 1.00
0.01
0.31
0.76
0.98
1.02
Taking steps 0.98
0.04
-0.51
0.61
0.90
1.06
Other 1.00
0.00
0.94
0.35
1.00
1.00
Follow/Neutral
1.00
0.00
1.50
0.13
1.00
1.00
Notes: Negative binomial regression models (1 per CT dimension) with weekly alcohol drinking at followup as dependent variable, CT sub-dimension as independent variable, and adjusted by weekly
alcohol drinking at baseline and trial design. IRR: Incidence rate ratio, SE: Standard error, CI:
Confidence interval.
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Table 3. Stepwise multivariate analysis
IRR

SE

z

P>z

[95%

CI]

Ability/Desire/Need +

0.91

0.04

-1.97

0.05

0.83

1.00

Ability/Desire/Need -

1.07

0.03

2.59

0.01

1.02

1.12

0.76

0.93

Frequencies

Taking steps +

excluded at step 3 (p=0.41)

Averaged strength (-3 to +3 scale)
Ability/Desire/Need
Taking steps

0.84

0.04

-3.42

0.001

excluded at step 2 (p=0.30)

Notes: Negative binomial regression models (1 for CT sub-dimensions frequencies, 1 for averaged
strength) with weekly alcohol drinking at follow-up as dependent variables, CT sub-dimensions as
independent variable, and adjusted by weekly alcohol drinking at baseline and trial design. IRR:
Incidence rate ratio, SE: Standard error, CI: Confidence interval.
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Table 4. Exploratory stepwise multivariate analysis using Ability, Desire, and Need as
non-combined categories
IRR

SE

z

P>z

[95%

CI]

Desire -

1.06

0.03

2.59

0.01

1.02

1.12

Ability +

0.81

0.08

-2.26

0.02

0.67

0.97

Need -

1.44

0.25

2.08

0.04

1.02

2.02

Frequencies

Need +

excluded at step 3 (p=0.23)

Taking steps +

excluded at step 4 (p=0.27)

Averaged strength (-3 to +3 scale)
Need

0.83

0.07

-2.14

0.03

0.70

0.98

Desire

0.89

0.05

-2.11

0.04

0.80

0.99

Taking steps

excluded at step 3 (p=0.28)

Notes: Negative binomial regression models (1 for CT sub-dimensions frequencies, 1 for averaged
strength) with weekly alcohol drinking at follow-up as dependent variables, CT sub-dimensions as
independent variable, and adjusted by weekly alcohol drinking at baseline and trial design. IRR:
Incidence rate ratio, SE: Standard error, CI: Confidence interval.
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0.73

0.64

1.15

1.40

0.41

0.68

Desire + 1

Ability + 2

Commitment + 1

Need - 2

Taking steps + 3

Commitment + 3

0.99983

0.99996

Commitment + 3

Ability + 2

0.00003

0.00010

0.00003

0.15

0.21

0.26

0.08

0.12

0.09

0.03

SE

-1.67

-1.68

-2.57

-1.68

-1.75

1.82

2.02

-2.43

-2.49

2.48

z

0.10

0.09

0.01

0.09

0.08

0.07

0.04

0.02

0.01

0.01

P>z

0.99991

0.99964

0.99988

0.44

0.15

0.97

1.00

0.45

0.57

1.01

[95%

1.00001

1.00003

0.99998

1.06

1.11

2.01

1.32

0.92

0.94

1.12

CI]

0.99993

1.54

1.20

0.58

1.06

IRR

2.64

z

0.01

P>z

1.02

[95%

2.49

2.70

-3.13

0.01

0.01

0.002

1.10

1.05

0.41

-2.57

0.01

0.99988

excluded at step 3 (p=0.17)

excluded at step 3 (p=0.12)

0.00003

excluded at step 7 (p=0.20)

excluded at step 6 (p=0.32)

0.27

0.08

0.10

excluded from final model (p=0.06)

0.03

SE

Multivariate model

0.99998

2.17

1.37

0.81

1.12

CI]
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Notes: Negative binomial regression models with weekly alcohol drinking at follow-up as dependent variables, CT sub-dimensions as independent
variable, and adjusted by weekly alcohol drinking at baseline and trial design. IRR: Incidence rate ratio, SE: Standard error, CI: Confidence
interval.

0.99993

Desire + 1

Length (in seconds)

1.07

Desire – 2

Frequencies

IRR

Univariate models (variables with p<0.1)

Table 5. Exploratory stepwise analysis using combined code and strength
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